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ABSTRACT 
Formation of a company is an important aspect of the economy as well as socio-economic 
development whose process must be made accessible to all entrepreneurs because of its far-
reaching consequences. This study examines the position of the process of company formation in 
Uganda as enshrined in the Companies Act 1 of 2012 as well as the requirements of other 
requisite legislation. The study further, discusses the obstacles of company formation as well as 
the resultant impact of a widespread informal sector in Uganda. The study concludes by using 
South Africa as a case study on how Uganda could improve on its process of company 
formation. Consequently, making it simpler and more adoptable to the entrepreneurial population 



















1.1 Overview of study 
The formation of a company is a significant aspect of economic development that is often 
disregarded by researchers, authors, scholars and by various economies in the African region. 
‘The formation of a company relates to a process where a company is brought into existence by 
an individual or by a group of individuals with the objective to form an association that will 
exploit business opportunities and where men, material, money and management are brought 
together or coincide.’1The product of this is a company, from an old French term ‘compagnie’ 
which connote a sense of ‘business association’; the term was also used in reference to trade 
guilds.2 
Traditionally, three theories have been used to explain the meaning of the term company.3 These 
theories are the concession or fiction theory, the aggregate theory or contractual model theory 
and the natural entity or corporate realist theory.4 The concession5 or fiction6 theory conceives of 
a company as an artificial entity created and supervised by the state.7 Thus under this theory, 
incorporation is seen as a privilege. The aggregate theory or contractual model theory proceeds 
upon the basis that a company is a contractual creation comprised of contractual relations 
between the various people involved in the formation of the company.8 The aggregate theory has 
                                                          
1 P Niteen ‘Formation of Companies’ available at http://www.slideshare.net/Nitin6992/formation-of-companies, 
accessed on 28 July 2014. 
2 D Harper & D McCormack ‘Online Etymology Dictionary’ available at 
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?allowed_in_frame=0&search=company&searchmode=none, accessed on 28 
July2014. 
3 F Macmillan Patfield ‘Challenges for Company Law’ in F Macmillan Patfield Perspectives on Company Law 
(2003). 
4 Ibid.  
5 See S Bottomley ‘Taking Corporations Seriously: Some Considerations for Corporate Regulation’ (1990) 19 
Federal Law Review 203 at 206-208. 
6 See M Stokes ‘Company Law and the Legal theory’ in W Twining (ed) Legal Theory and the Common Law (1986) 
155 & 162.  
7 For variations on the Concessions/Fiction theory, see W W Bratton ‘The New Economic Theory of the Firm: 
Critical Perspectives from History’ (1989) 41 Stanford Law Review 1471 at 1475. 
8 See Bottomley op cit note 5 at 208-211. Also see Stokes op cit note 6 at 155 & 162. 
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been developed by economists into the nexus-of contracts theory of the firm.9 The last theory 
which is the; natural entity or corporate realist theory argues that by acting together those who 
have formed a company create an entity separate from themselves.10 We can deduce from the 
three theories that have been discussed above that the point of departure between corporate 
realists and those who adhere to the concession theory is that the former regard the new body as 
being naturally formed and not dependent on state intervention while the later regard the newly 
formed company as a creature of contractual agreement.11 The concession or fiction theory 
conceives of a company as an artificial entity created and supervised by the state.12 Thus, under 
this theory, incorporation is seen as a privilege.13 This assertion will be discussed in detail in this 
study. 
This paper will study the process of forming a company in Uganda. The process has often been 
described by entrepreneurs, researchers, scholars and others as slow, too bureaucratic, 
complicated, and full of legal hurdles that may require legal assistance to overcome.14 The time 
consuming nature of forming a company in Uganda has discouraged domestic and international 
investors from establishing companies.15 For example, it may take up to 33 days to establish a 
simple a sole proprietorship.16 These delays have the effect of slowing growth in the commercial 
sector. However, additional reasons have been advanced for the slow pace of setting up 
companies in Uganda. These include dated inefficient legislation17 and policies, poverty, high 
                                                          
9  Bratton op cit note 7 at 407. 
10 Stokes op cit note 6 at 162-163. Also see Bottomley op cit note 5 at 211-213. 
11 For an attack on the theory that the company is naturally separate from its shareholders, see P Ireland, I Grigg-
Spall & Kelly D ‘The Conceptual Foundations of Modern Company Law’ in P Fitzpatrick & A Hunt (eds) Critical 
Legal Studies (1987) 149. 
12See Bottomley op cit note 5 at 206-208. Also see Stokes op cit note 6 155 & 162. For variations on the 
Concessions/Fiction theory, see Bratton op cit note 7 at 1475. 
13 Ibid. 
14 World Bank ‘Economic Overview Uganda’ available at 
http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/uganda/overview#1, accessed on 19 August 2014. 
15 Bureau of Economic and Business Affairs ‘2013 investment Climate Statement – Uganda’ available at, 
http://www.state.gov/e/eb/rls/othr/ics/2013/204753.htm, accessed on 8 August 2014. 
16 Healy Consultants ‘Uganda Company registration’ available at http://www.healyconsultants.com/africa-
incorporation/uganda-company-registration/,accessed on 1 Aug 2014 
17 The primary reason for the departure from the old Companies Act (1961) Cap 110 was due to its foundations in 
the United Kingdom Legislation- the Companies Act (1948) which was removed as unsuitable for the English 
economy several years ago. Moreover, this piece of legislation had been overhauled in the United Kingdom on 
numerous occasions in order to keep abreast of the changes in that society. For 53 years even longer than the time it 
has been independent, Uganda adhered to the same piece of company legislation devoid of major amendments and 
out of touch with the changed needs of its society until July 2013 when the new Companies Act came into force. 
Despite its enactment into law; it has been referred to as inadequate with minimal departure from the 1948 English 
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levels of illiteracy, the inefficiencies of a centralised administration for registering companies, 
corruption, and political instability, amongst others. 
To address some of these problems, in 2004, the Uganda Law Reform Commission (ULRC) 
embarked on a process of reforming laws that regulated commerce. This led to the enactment of 
the Companies Act 1 of 2012, which repealed the Companies Act of 1961, and provided for the 
incorporation and administration of companies in Uganda. It came into force in July 2013. Long 
overdue, the Companies Act was a progressive step towards aligning the Ugandan company law 
with global trends in the area of incorporating and governing companies.18 The new Act makes 
general provisions regarding the process of company formation. Unlike the repealed Act, the 
new Act did not provide any regulations that offered specific rules and procedure regarding 
company formation. Consequently, the regulations of the repealed law have been utilised in 
processes to incorporate companies.19 This exhibits stagnation and an inadequate development in 
Uganda’s legal regime.20 Further, this omission of the regulations in the new Act should have 
been addressed at the preliminary stages of the law making process before it was taken into 
parliament for debate as the Companies Bill,21 and before it was passed into law. With such 
discrepancies in the new law; it is little wonder that the process of formation of a company has 
failed to be adopted by majority of the entrepreneurial population in Uganda. 
 
From a structural perspective; in 2011, the Uganda Registration Services Bureau (URSB) was 
granted the autonomy to deal with the process of company registration in Uganda. This was 
viewed as a progressive decision towards the efficient facilitation of the process.  However, the 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
legislation thus requires further review especially the provisions that regulate the process of formation of a company. 
See D J Bakibinga Company Law in Uganda  (2001) 3. 
18 C Nyombi ‘Commercial Law in Uganda: Where are we now?’ New Vision 07 August 2014.   
19 The Companies Act Cap 110, Laws of Uganda 2000 (Old Companies Act); Further Section 12 of the 
Interpretation Act Cap 3, Laws of Uganda 2000 provides for the effect of repeal on statutory instruments. It states 
that where any Act or part of an Act is repealed and reenacted, with or without modification, statutory instruments 
made under it shall, unless a contrary intention appears, remain in force, so far as they are not inconsistent with the 
repealing Act, until they have been revoked or repealed by statutory instruments made under the repealing Act, and 
until that revocation or repeal, shall be deemed to have been made under the repealing Act. This may be used to 
justify the use of the regulations in the old Companies Act. 
20 For more details on the subject matter see S Atim ‘Changes in the Uganda’s Companies Act: Act 1 of 2012 vis 
avis CAP 110’ available at http://sheillokeny.blogspot.com/2013/11/normal-0-false-false-false-en-us-x-
none_11.html, accessed on 20 July 2014. 
21 The Companies Bill No. 14 of 2009. 
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URSB still uses cumbersome and lengthy manual registration processes which have in turn 
discouraged many Ugandans as well as foreign investors from registering their companies.22 
Thus, majority of companies in Uganda are established and operated informally which in turn 
limits the development of the commercial sector as well as the economy. This informal operation 
of companies also inadequately equips statisticians with the necessary information to determine 
the possibly significant contribution of these businesses to the country’s GDP.23 Additionally, 
Uganda’s incorporation policy towards foreign companies is highly undesirable.24 To illustrate, 
the Heritage Foundation’s 2014 Index on Economic Freedom ranked Uganda’s economy 91st out 
of 178 countries, as one of the countries with the most restrictive regulations to form foreign 
companies.25 However, foreign companies have been known to highly contribute to the 
development of several economies for example South Africa.26 The absence of a flexible 
regulation to form foreign companies in Uganda places it at a disadvantage which requires 
immediate attention from all concerned stakeholders. 
 
In conclusion, over the centuries companies have played a crucial role in the economic 
development of countries and as such, the process of company formation is an aspect of 
economic development that no country should overlook. Uganda aspires to and has a mandate 
attain socio-economic transformation from a peasant economy to a modern and prosperous 
economy with in 30years.27 Since company formation is crucial to socio-economic 
transformation, it is essential to ascertain how the lack of an efficient process could affect 
Uganda’s future aspirations of creating a modern economy. Thus, the task ahead for the 
government of Uganda will be to improve on this process and this can be done by making 
reference and drawing lessons on the approach and strategy adopted by other developing African 
                                                          
22 A Busiki & Co. Advocates ‘The legal requirements for formation and operation of a company in Uganda’ 
available at, www.hg.org/article.asp?id=28691, accessed on 20th July 2014. 
23 Government of Uganda Report on the Business Register, 2002/2002 Kampala: Uganda Bureau of Statistics. 
24 Bureau of Economic and Business Affairs ‘2012 Investment Climate Statement-Uganda’ June 2012, available at, 
http://www.state.gov/e/eb/rls/othr/ics/2012/191256.htm ,accessed on 1 August 2014. 
25 The statistics are available at www.heritage.org/index/ranking, accessed on 5 Aug 2015. 
26 The World Bank Doing Business Report 2014 available at 
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/16204/19984.pdf?sequence=1 accessed on 28 July 
2014. 
27 The National Planning Authority ‘Uganda Vision 2040’ at (iii) available at http://npa.ug/wp-
content/themes/npatheme/document/vision2014.pdf, assessed on 19 January 2014. 
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countries like South Africa. Although some have authors have argued that compared to recent 
legislative initiatives in some jurisdictions, the reform of South African company law has not 
been as comprehensive as a few commentators may wish.28 It should be kept in mind that of all 
industrialised countries with a British derivative company law system, South Africa was the first 
to take a step forward in providing legal means and expectations of a typical modern process of 
company formation.29 Furthermore, as the only African country member of the G20 countries30, 
globally South Africa stands at 64 in the ranking of 189 economies on the ease of starting a 
business.31 On the other hand, Uganda stands at 132 of 189 economies on the ease of starting a 
local business.32 This research will also critically analyze and discuss South Africa’s legislation 
and policies, structures inter alia regarding the process of company formation highlighting the 
positive aspects to make suitable recommendations to Uganda on how to improve on process of 
formation of a company.  
 
1.2 Research questions 
The core question of this dissertation is; ‘what can Uganda learn and emulate from South 
Africa’s modified process of company formation?’ 
The subsidiary questions are;  
1. With the coming into force of the new Companies Act33; what is the current position 
of company formation in Uganda?  
2. Is this position adequate for Uganda’s development objectives? 
3. What are the peculiar features of the South African process of company formation 
that make it desirable for Uganda to emulate?   
 
                                                          
28 See Du Plessis, “Some International Developments in Company Law: A South African Perspective” (1993) 14 The 
Company Lawyer 224. 
29 Patfield op cit note 3 at 164. 
30 Available at www.g20.org/about_g20/g20_members, accessed on 5 Aug 2014. 
31 The World Bank ‘Doing Business Report 2014, Economy profile: South Africa’ at 16 available at, 
http://www.doingbusiness.org/data/exploreeconomies/southafrica/~/media/giawb/doing%20business/documents/pro
files/country/ZAF.pdf, accessed on 5 Aug 2014. 
32 The World Bank Doing Business Report 2014, Economy Profile: Uganda, available at 
http://www.doingbusiness.org/data/exploreeconomies/uganda, accessed on 5 August 2014. 
33 The Companies Act No.1 of 2012. 
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1.3 Statement of the problem 
The process of company formation is a contentious issue that is bound to generate controversy 
among the local population, government and foreign investors. The situation in Uganda is not 
dissimilar.34 Although strides have been made to legislate and regulate company formation over 
the years,35 further business development could be made if the necessary amendments were made 
to the relevant legislation and policies. This study appraises Uganda’s process of company 
formation while drawing lessons from the South African process of company formation and how 
it accommodates all stakeholders by addressing the pertinent issues of policy, compliance and 
amendment of the relevant legislation. The study further contributes to the ongoing debate in 
Uganda about the rigid legislation and policies on the formation process.  
 
1.4 Justification of Study 
Uganda as a third world country has a lot to learn from its counterparts especially in the African 
region on the process of company formation.36 Thus, the need for Uganda to boost and develop 
its commercial sector, especially in relation to the process of company formation justifies this 
study. It is therefore desirable for Uganda to learn from the experiences of other developing 
African countries to adopt the good practices and policies which have fostered company 
formation. Furthermore, this study is embarked on with the broad aim of establishing Uganda’s 
position on the process of company formation; assessing its credibility in light of the 
government’s intended objectives and in view of the country’s national, regional and 
international business-related policies and legislation and will highlight the possible underlying 
interests in an accessibly made process of formation of a company. 
By providing a comprehensive analysis on the formation process from a legal, social and 
economic perspective; this study will attempt to form a basis upon which the future process of 
company formation in Uganda could be improved through highlighting the obstacles of the 
current position and subsequently suggesting areas for further review. Currently, there is wide 
concern regarding the extent to which the existing legislation can promote company formation. 
                                                          
34 World Bank ‘Economic Overview Uganda’ op cit note 14.  
35 Uganda Law Reform Commission: Study Report on Company Law, 2004. 
36 Countries of the third world available at www.nationsonline.org/oneworld/third_world.htm accessed on 1 August 
2014. 
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The laws are rigid and this has led to discontentment among the entrepreneurial population in 
Uganda. So how best can this discontentment be resolved? This paper seeks to address all these 
issues. Thus, with an improved process of company formation, Uganda will be able to enjoy 
economic, social and political benefits that come with a developed commercial sector as well as 
improve its ranking in the World Bank’s Doing Business Report.37 To illustrate, this report 
ranked South Africa at 41 and Uganda at 132 of 189 economies with a favorable regulatory 
environment for starting and operating a local firm.38 It is evident from these statistics that 
Uganda has a lot to learn from the experiences of other countries and this will be enabled by 
emulating South Africa’s approach on the process of company formation. 
This paper will also discuss the nature of companies to be formed in Uganda and make 
recommendations for the amendment of the relevant laws and policies.  
This study will be one of the available literatures to members of the public. The paper will give 
them an insight into Uganda’s process of company formation visa vie the South African process 
and may be a basis to lobby for change. 
Furthermore, this study may also be an added source of literature to scholars and academicians 
who are interested in this particular field of the law and will also be a basis for further research. 
  
1.5 Scope of Study 
The study focuses on Uganda’s policy and regulatory position on the process of company 
formation. The established position will then be assessed in relation to government’s intended 
objectives and whether this position complies with Uganda’s- 
a) Domestic obligations: Uganda’s domestic laws, Company policies and poverty 
eradication plans 
b) Regional obligations, and 
c) International obligations. 
                                                          




In addition, the study discusses the impact of an undesirable process of company formation to 
Uganda’s economy and based on the findings, purpose suitable recommendations will be 
advanced. This will be achieved by reviewing several commercial legislation like the Companies 
Acts39, Uganda Registration Services Act Cap 210, amongst others, and all literature relevant to 
the subject matter in order assess whether Uganda’s entrepreneurial population enjoys the right 
to company formation and how the given laws have either promoted or hindered the formation 
process.  
The study is mainly restricted to Uganda using South Africa as a benchmark on how to improve 
Uganda’s company formation process in order to improve the commercial sector thus attain 
economic development.  
 
1.6 Research methodology 
The methodology for this research is by and large a comparative approach that uses desktop 
based research in particular documentary analysis and synthesis relevant to the body of 
knowledge. It compares Uganda and South Africa’s approach on the process of company 
formation in order to make dependable conclusions on the issues discussed. It draws its 
conclusions from the review and analysis of relevant legal statutes, government policies, 
dissertations, journals, articles treatises, protocols, textbooks, working papers, journals and 
newspaper articles. 
Due to the contemporary nature and scarcity of literature on the subject of company formation 
especially in the Ugandan context, this study is to a great extent reliant on online sources and 
reports.  
 
1.7 Limitations & Challenges 
There is limited literature and case law relevant to the subject matter of company formation in 
Uganda. This makes it difficult to compare and contrast some of the adopted interpretations of 
                                                          
39 These refer to both the old and the new Ugandan Companies Acts: The Companies Act No.1 of 2012, Laws of 
Uganda and The Companies Act (1961) Cap 110. 
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legal statutes used in this study. However, this shortfall is mitigated by reference to related cases 
that deal with similar conceptual matters.  
 
1.8 Structure of study 
This paper will consist of four chapters as follows;- 
Chapter One: This chapter provides an overview of the formation of a company in 
Uganda and examines reasons why it needs to be changed. The chapter then provides the 
research question, statement of the problem, justification of the study, scope of the study, 
research methodology, limitations and challenges. 
Chapter Two: Examines the origins and evolution of company law in Uganda, the types 
of companies that can be formed and the peculiar nature of company formation in light of the 
new Companies Act.40 It also discusses the general effects of company formation, the obstacles, 
and the impact of an undesirable process of company formation in Uganda. 
Chapter three: This Chapter delves into South Africa’s process of company formation 
focusing on areas which could be of great importance for Uganda to emulate. This will be 
achieved by examining South Africa’s Companies Act41 which is the main legal framework that 
facilitates the formation process.  
This chapter will conclude by discussing some of the advantages associated with a modified 
process to South Africa’s economy, with the view that if the same could be done by Uganda, 
similar trends of economic development would be achieved. 
Chapter Four: This Chapter summaries the main findings of the study and makes 
relevant recommendations for reform of the process of company formation in Uganda. It draws 
on the South African experience in making recommendations and will suggest the amendment 
and creation of new provisions in the requisite legislation to facilitate company formation in 
Uganda. The suggestions to amend and create new provisions will be made with the objective to 
                                                          
40 The Companies Act No.1 of 2012. 
41 The Companies Act 7of 2008. 
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ensure minimal disruption to the existing legislation and the economy while at the same time 
attempting to achieve escalated company formation and economic development in Uganda. 
 
1.9 Dialectics 
Where possible the use of the term “business” will be preferred than the more traditional term 



















FORMATION OF A COMPANY: THE UGANDAN PERSPECTIVE 
 
INTRODUCTION 
In order to better understand the complexities of forming a company in Uganda, it is necessary to 
look at the laws that regulate the process, types, requirements, and objectives of incorporating a 
company.  Accordingly, the purpose of this chapter is to in provide an overview of legislation 
that regulates company formation in Uganda, discuss the legal consequences of incorporation, 
the obstacles that stand in the way of incorporating companies and how these have impacted the 
country’s socio-economic development.  
 
2.1 Law applicable 
The formation of a company in Uganda is regulated by statutory law, common law, doctrines of 
equity and customary law.42 The 1995 Constitution of the Republic of Uganda is the supreme 
law of the land thus applicable.43 However, the formation, administration and dissolution of 
companies are regulated by the Companies Act 1 of 2012, in addition to other statutes like the 
Companies (General) Regulations SI 110-1; the Uganda Registration Services Bureau Act, Cap 
210; the Public Enterprises Reform and Divesture Act, Cap 98; the Capital Markets Authority 
(amendment) Act 2011; the Business Names Registration Act, Cap 109; the Registration of 
Documents Act, Cap 81; the Registration of Documents (Fees) (amendment) Rules 2005; the 
Investment Code Act Cap 92; Income Tax Act (1997) Cap340; the Value Added Tax (as 
amended) Act (2005); the Stamps Act, Cap 342 inter alia. The application of some of these 
statutes will be discussed at various stages throughout this paper. 
                                                          
42 Section 16 Judicature Act (1996) Cap 13, Laws of Uganda. 
43 Article 2 of the 1995 Constitution of the Republic of Uganda (as amended). 
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Ugandan courts have also developed considerable jurisprudence on the subject of company 
formation. Thus, in the absence of clear statutory provisions, precedent applies.44   
 
2.2 Evolution of the law regarding company formation in Uganda 
Company law in Uganda has its roots in English common law, the doctrines of equity and the 
Companies Act.45 The country has transitioned through a series of Companies’ Acts like the 
Indian Companies Act of 1882; which was followed by the Companies Ordinance No. 6 of 1923 
which was later replaced by the Companies Ordinance Chapter 212 of 1951.46 In 1961, a new 
Companies Act Cap 110 (the 1961 Act) modeled after the 1948 Companies Act of England & 
Wales came in force for 53 years, during which it underwent minor amendments.47 In 1996 
however, major changes in relation to the management and administration of public companies 
were introduced. Examples include the enactment of the Capital Markets Authority Act48 which 
took over the regulation of functions relating to the issue of shares and the prospectus. In 1996 
also, the Public Enterprises Reform and Divestiture Act49 revised the 1961 Act by introducing 
new provisions that brought certain public enterprises within the ambit of the Companies Act.50 
However, important as these legislative developments were,51 there remained several other 
aspects that required revision.52 This additional need to revise the company legislation was 
addressed by the Commercial Law Reform Project (CLRP) that began in 1996.53 The 
Government of Uganda (GOU) through the Uganda Law Reform Commission (ULRC)54 
                                                          
44 The application of Common Law and Doctrines of Equity and this is by virtue of the reception clause of  11 
August 1902; Also See ‘Uganda’s Early History’ available at 
http://www.infoplease.com/encyclopedia/world/uganda-history.html, accessed on 10 August 2014. 
45 D.J. Bakibinga: Company Law in Uganda (2001) 1. 
46 Chapter 212 of the Companies Ordinance of the Laws of Uganda of 1951 (Revised Edition); See Uganda Law 
Reform Commission op cit note 35 at 7. 
47Unlike the Companies Act of England and Wales which had gone through a number of significant amendments in 
order to keep abreast with the needs of that society. See Uganda Law Reform Commission op cit note 35 at 3 
48 Capital Markets Authority Act (1996) Cap 84 as subsequently amended by the Capital Markets Authority 
(Amendment) Act.  
49 Public Enterprises Reform and Divestiture Act 1993 Cap 98, Laws of Uganda. 
50 Uganda Law Reform Commission op cit note 35 at 4. 
51 The legislative developments under the Capital Markets Act and the Public Enterprises Reform and Divestiture 
Act. 
52 Bakibinga op cit note 45 at 3. 
53 Uganda Law Reform Commission op cit note 35 at xiii.   
54 The Uganda Law Reform Commission, established in 1990 by the Uganda Law Reform Commission Act, Cap 25, 
for details see, Uganda Law Reform Commission op cit note 35 at viii. 
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committed itself to revising the corporate laws, by implementing the Commercial Justice Sector 
Program (CJRP)55 to support private sector development and encourage private investment.56 
The key objective for reform was the Companies Act in order to establish a new modern law 
based on “a core company law approach;” tailored to address basic laws on formation and 
running of companies.57 The project also recommended that provisions of the Companies Act 
that related to insolvency, public offers of securities and prospectuses that were not for profit 
organisations and partnerships, in particular be incorporated in other legislation. This culminated 
into a draft Companies bill 1999.58 However, this Bill never made it to parliament.59 After ten 
years, another Companies Bill No.14 of 2009 was formulated, made it to parliament and 
reviewed for the first time on 18 August 2009.60 The bill proposed a comprehensive review of 
the 1961 Act with specific objectives directed towards the process of company formation in 
Uganda. To expedite the process of reform; in 2010, the GOU with support from the World 
Bank, launched a four year project to reduce commercial regulatory burdens by 25% by the year 
2014 in order to improve on among others, Uganda’s investment climate.61 As a result, in July 
2013, the Companies Act 1 of 2012 (the new Act) came into force.62 The new Act is the 
comprehensive law that governs, among other things the formation, capitalisation, management 
and dissolution of companies in Uganda. The purpose of this new Act was to amend, replace and 
reform the law relating to incorporation, regulation and administration of companies and make 
provision for related matters.63  
To ensure alliance with modern company law; the new companies Act introduced many 
significant changes some of which relating to the process of company formation include the 
following:  
                                                          
55 The CJRP is a component of a Sector Wide Approach Programme that brings together all institutions within the 
Justice Law and Order Sector (JLOS) aimed at improving institutional efficiency and service delivery. The 
programme is intended to fit in the GOU’s macro planning framework for poverty eradication. Its implementation is 
guided by the GOU’s avowed policies including those of economic liberalization and privatization. For details see, 
Uganda Law Reform Commission: A Study Report on Company Law, 2004 at xiii.  
56 Uganda Law Reform Commission op cit note 35 at 2. 
57 The Companies Act (1961) Cap 110. See Uganda Law Reform Commission op cit note 35 at 5-14. 
58 The Ms. Clare Manuel Report, Reform of the Companies Act Cap 110 found in the Uganda Law Reform 
Commission: A Study Report on Company Law, 2004 at 9.  
59 Uganda Law Reform Commission op cit note 35 at 7. 
60 Uganda Law Reform Commission op cit note 35 at 9. 
61 Bureau of Economic and Business Affairs ‘2012 Investment Climate Statement-Uganda’ op cit note 24. 
62 Atim op cit note 20. 
63 The Companies Act 1 of 2012. 
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The new Act simplified the form for company registration;64 this is illustrated in the second 
schedule of the Act and was intended to encourage entrepreneurs to register their businesses.65 It 
removes the requirement of providing information on the statement of nominal capital which 
limited incorporation under the 1961 Act. However, in practice, the Registrar of companies still 
expects this information from the incorporators. The effects of this will be discussed at a later 
stage in this study. 
The new Act introduced the untenable concept of single member company.66 This concept was 
non-existent in the 1961 Act and is meant to encourage company formation in Uganda. 
However, despite the ‘so-called’ comprehensive review, the legislation still requires further 
review, especially with the provisions relating to the process of company formation failure of 
which will maintain the undesirable process whose impact will be discussed at a later stage in 
this chapter. 
 
2.3 Types of Companies 
Section 4 (2) of the new Act allows the formation of private and public companies that have 
limited or unlimited liability.67 Limited liability companies may be incorporated as companies 




Section 1 refers to a private company as an entity whose meaning falls under Section 5 (1) which 
provides that, a “private company” means a company which by its articles restricts the transfer of 
shares; limits the number of its members to one hundred, not including persons employed by the 
company and persons who, have been formerly employed by the company; and prohibits any 
                                                          
64 Document used when registering a company. 
65 See Sebalu & Lule Advocates ‘A gap analysis Companies Act 2012’ available at. 
http://www.sebalulule.co.ug/?p=490, accessed on 14 August 2014. 
66 Section 4 (1) Companies Act 1 of 2012. See Uganda Law Reform Commission op cit note 35 at 5. 
67 Section 4 Companies Act 1 of 2012. 
68 Ibid. Also see A Busiki & Co. Advocates op cit note 22.  
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invitation to the public to subscribe for any shares or debentures. The new Act increases the 
membership of a private company to 100 shareholders.69 The increase was introduced to enable 
private companies to raise more capital without necessarily offering shares to the public.70 The 
increase has been viewed as a means of incentivizing and attracting investment in Uganda’s 
private sector.71 The new Act also lifts the prohibition that bars companies from providing 
financial assistance to shareholders and directors for the purpose acquiring shares.72 However, a 
private company must notify the Registrar of companies when such assistance for acquisition of 
shares would ultimately result into consolidation of share capital, conversion of shares into stock 
or any related particulars.73 Thus, this development in the law was intended to encourage 
entrepreneur’s engagement in the process of company formation in Uganda. 
 
Public Company 
A public company is a company that issues securities through an Initial Public Offer (IPO) and is 
traded on at least one stock exchange market.74 The new Act stipulates that every company that 
is not a private company is a public company.75 A notable change of the 1961 Act76 is that any 
one or more persons may incorporate a public company.77 This change in the law is intended to 
encourage investment and incorporation of public companies since Uganda’s commercial sector 
is dominated by private companies. This provision was adopted for the new Act because the 
success of a public company depends not on the number of incorporators but on the people 
buying shares in it; thus, there was no harm in reducing the number of incorporators to one. To 
illustrate; companies like Microsoft are public companies that were incorporated by less than 
                                                          
69 Section 5 (1) (b) of the Companies Act 1 of 2012. The repealed Companies Act (1961) Cap 110 restricted the 
membership of a private company to 50 members.  
70 Mwesigwa N E & Sendi B K ‘Overview of the Companies Act 2012’ available at 
www.iflr1000.com/newsandanalysis/overview-of-the-companies-act-2012/index/59 accessed on 20 July 2014. 
71 See Sebalu & Lule Advocates op cit note 65. 
72 Section 65 (1) Companies Act 1 of 2012. 
73 Section 72 (1) Companies Act 1 of 2012. 
74 Public Company, available at www.investopia.com/terms/p/publiccompany.asp, accessed on 13 August 2014. 
75 Section 6 Companies Act 1 of 2012. 
76 Section 3 Companies Act (1961), Cap 110. 
77 Section 4(1) Companies Act 1 of 2012. 
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seven incorporators.78 This company is still functional and performing very well; an indication 
that the success of a public company does not depend on the number of incorporators. 
Furthermore, incorporation and offering of securities to the public should be differentiated and 
appreciated because the two aspects have separate meanings and are regulated by different 
legislation in Uganda.79 That is, the new Act regulates the formation of public companies while 
the Capital Markets Acts80 regulates the issues relating to the offer of securities to the public.  
 
Single-member Company 
This is not one of the types of companies that may be formed is a significant development of the 
new Act, which compliments the types of companies that may be formed in Uganda. The new 
Act permits any ‘one’ or more persons to form a company with or without liability.81 However, 
during incorporation, the single member shall nominate two individuals, one of whom shall 
become a nominee director in the event of the death of the single member and the second act as 
an alternate nominee director in the event of the unavailability of the nominee director82. In the 
event of the death of the single member, the nominee director assumes the functions akin to 
those of an administrator under the Succession Act83. This formation was not possible under the 
1961 Act thus a welcomed attempt for Uganda to align with best international practice on the 
ease of company formation. A single-member company enjoys almost all the benefits of a 
private or public company like limited liability, separate legal personality, perpetuity amongst 
others. It is for this reason that the structure had continuously been advocated for as a move to 
ease incorporation in Uganda. This advocacy stems from the fact that most successful businesses 
in Uganda are single owned informal enterprises. Being informal businesses, they cannot be 
regulated by government which culminates in the loss of revenue especially through which could 
be directed towards economic development. Thus, the development in the law is expected to lure 
single informal business owners towards incorporation. 
                                                          
78 ‘A history of Windows’ available at,  http://windows.microsoft.com/en-ZA/windows/history#T1=era0, accessed 
on 14 August 2014. A similar incorporation of a public company was impossible under the Companies Act (1961) 
Cap 110.  
79 Uganda Law Reform Commission op cit note 35 at 5. 
80 The Capital Markets Authority (amendment) Act 2011. 
81 Section 4 (1) Companies Act 1 of 2012. 
82 Section 186 Companies Act 1 of 2012. 
83 Succession Act 1906 Cap 162. Also see Sebalu & Lule Advocates op cit note 65. 
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On the other hand, the addition of the possibility of incorporating a single member company 
under the new Act has been criticized on the following grounds: the possibility of a single 
member company to be formed with the purpose of tax evasion; the limited marginal ability of a 
single member to take on all the responsibilities of management of the firm; and for suspected 
fraud when all the affairs of the firm are handled and controlled by one person. The criticisms 
maybe addressed by the stringent requirements of incorporating single-member companies. 
Section 186 of the new Act provides for the appointment of the nominee director, as previously 
discussed. The nominee director is mandated to manage the affairs of the company in case of the 
death of the single member until the transfer of shares to the legal heirs has been effected. The 
nominee director is also required to inform the Registrar of Companies of the death of the single 
member, provide particulars of the legal heirs and in case of any impediment, report the 
circumstances on the impediments seeking direction from the Registrar of Companies within 
fifteen days after the death of the single member.  
 
2.4 Pre-incorporation contracts  
During the process of company formation, incorporators usually enter into contracts with third 
parties for the benefit of the company and when they do so; they do so-on behalf of the 
unincorporated company.84 Under the 1961 Act, such contracts were not binding on the company 
but bound the incorporator because the company was non-existent, thus had no capacity to 
contract.85 However, the new Act provides that such contracts may be adopted by the company 
on incorporation without the need for novation where subsequently the liability of the 
incorporator shall cease to exist.86 This means that contracts which are made on behalf of the 
company before the company is incorporated have the same effect as if the contracts were 
entered into with the person purporting to act for the company once it’s registered if the company 
chooses to ratify the contracts.87 This development in law fosters company formation in Uganda 
on several fronts because oft-times incorporators require clarity on certain transactions before 
                                                          
84 Bakibinga op cit note 45 at 20. 
85 Kelner v Baxter (1866), L. R. 2 C. at 174. 
86 Section 54 Companies Act 1 of 2012. 
87 For a further understanding on the concept of pre-incorporation contracts; see Sebalu & Lule Advocates op cit 
note 65. 
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they engage in company formation hence pre-incorporation contracts.88 The ability to confer 
liability through such contracts to the unincorporated company fosters an increased level of 
credibility and encourages parties to engage in business transactions.   
 
2.5 The process of formation of a company 
Incorporators 
Incorporators are individuals responsible for company formation.89 In Uganda, any one or more 
persons whether a national or a foreigner may for a lawful purpose form a company, by 
subscribing their names to a memorandum of association or otherwise complying with the 
requirements of the Companies Act in respect of registration; form an incorporated company, 
with or without limited liability.90  
Registrar of Companies 
An incorporator must seek the services of the Registrar of companies in order to register a 
company in Uganda.91 The Registrar of Companies (herein referred to as the Registrar) is 
appointed under the Uganda Registration Services Bureau Act92 to perform the duties of 
registering companies.93 On registration of the company, the Registrar issues the incorporator 
with a certificate of incorporation and accords a registration number which must appear on all 
the company’s official documents.94 
The Company Name 
 Reservation of a company name initiates the process of company formation in Uganda. It is the 
responsibility of the incorporators to select a suitable name for their company.95 Thereafter, an 
application to the Registrar for the name reservation must follow.96 The Registrar then 
undertakes a search of the proposed name from the company registry, to ensure that it has not 
                                                          
88 M F Cassim ‘Pre-incorporation Contracts: The Reform of Section 35 of the Companies Act’ (2007) 124(2) SALJ 
364 
89 Cassim F H I, Cassim M F, Cassim R, Jooste R, Shev J & Yeats J L Contemporary Company Law 2ed (2011) 107 
90 Section 4 (1) of the Companies Act 1 of 2012 
91 Section 1 Companies Act 1 of 2012 
92 The Uganda Registration Services  Bureau Act, Cap 210, 
93 Section 262 Companies Act 1 of 2012 
94 See Sebalu & Lule Advocates op cit note 65. 
95 Cassim et al op cit note 89 at 113. 
96 Section 36 Companies Act 1 of 2012 
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been registered by another company.97 The process of name searching is manual and as such may 
take a minimum of five working days to be completed. Once the name is available and suitable 
for incorporation, it is approved and maybe reserved for up to thirty days.98 However, where the 
Registrar is of the opinion that the proposed name is undesirable and might be misleading to the 
public, he or she may direct that the name be changed.99 If the incorporators do not heed to this, 
the company may not be registered.100 This was illustrated in London Overseas Trading Co. v 
The Raleigh Cycle Co. Ltd.101 The appellant applied for the registration of the word “Lale”. The 
respondents opposed the application on the ground that the word “Lale” was phonetically 
identical with the word Raleigh. The Registrar upheld the objection. On appeal to the High 
Court, the appellant submitted that the registrar was not entitled to take judicial notice that the 
type of bicycle manufactured by the respondent company was known in the trade and by the 
public in Uganda as “Raleigh” and that there was no evidence before him upon which he could 
base such a finding. It was held that it was open to the Registrar to find that the mark by being 
likely to deceive or cause confusion would be disentitled to reservation and protection by the 
court. This indicates inter alia that the Registrar cannot reserve a name that is confusingly similar 
to that in the company’s registry because that name would be likely to mislead the public, thus 
it’s prohibited in Uganda to trade under a misleading name.102  
 
 
Documents of Incorporation 
The law provides the following documents as prerequisite inspection and submission to the 
Registrar during the process of company formation.  
                                                          
97 Section 36 (1) Companies Act 1 of 2012. 
98 Ibid. 
99 Section 36 (2) & 37 Companies Act 1 of 2012  .                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
100 Busiki & Co. Advocates op cit note 22. 
101 [1959] EA at 1012. 
102 Section 38 Companies Act 1 of 2012. 
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The name reservation form 
This serves as proof that the company name sought to be registered is available to be reserved, 
has been reserved and its use has been approved by the Registrar of companies.103 
The Memorandum of Association (MOA) 
This is the company’s most important document during incorporation as it determines the powers 
of the company.104 Consequently, a company may only engage in activities and exercise its 
powers to the extent of the powers conferred upon it by the MOA or by implication therefrom. 
That is, the powers exercisable by the company must be reasonably incidental to the fulfillment 
of the objects as contained in the MOA.105 To illustrate, Bowen L.J. in Guinness v Land 
Corporation of Ireland106 stated that, 
“…the memorandum of association contains the fundamental conditions upon which 
alone the company is allowed to be incorporated.”   
In Uganda, the MOA is required to be printed in the English language.107 No provision is made 
for translation in other languages.108 It should further contain the company name, the registered 
office, and the objects clause inter alia.109 However, the MOA may also contain a general objects 
clause stipulating that, the object of the company is to carry on business or any incidental activity 
to carrying on business.110 This simplifies the condition of the 1961 Act111, which required an 
elaboration of the objects of the company contained in the MOA. This speaks to the objective of 
simplification of the process of company formation. Additionally; this new development 
essentially abolishes the operation of the doctrine of ultra-vires which curtailed incorporation 
under the 1961 Act.112 Furthermore, the issue of alteration of the contents of the MOA is brought 
                                                          
103 Busiki & Co. Advocates op cit note 22. 
104 Bakibinga op cit 45 at 27. 
105 J F Northey & L H Leigh’s Introduction to Company Law 3rd Ed (1983) 30-31 
106 (1882) 22 Ch.D 349 at 381. 
107 Section 7(1) Companies Act 1 of 2012. 
108 For details on the notion of translation of company documents see Cassim et al op cit note 89 at 135.   
109 Section 7(1) Companies Act 1 of 2012. 
110 Section 7(5) Companies Act 1 of 2012. 
111 Section 4 Companies Act (1961) Cap 110. 
112 For further details on the subject, see Sebalu & Lule Advocates op cit note 65.  
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under the mandate of the Registrar113, instead of an application to a court as was required by the 
repealed Companies Act which equally aims at simplifying the incorporation process.114  
Articles of Association (AOA) 
Section 11 of the new Act stipulates that, it shall be lawful for a company, in addition to its 
MOA to file Articles of Association. The AOA contain regulations for managing the internal 
affairs of the company.115 The regulations are applied and interpreted subject to the MOA in that 
they cannot confer wider powers on the company than that stipulated in the MOA. Thus, where 
there is a conflict between the MOA and AOA, the provisions of the MOA must prevail.116 
However, it has been suggested that where the MOA is ambiguous or is silent on a particular 
issue, it may be permissible to resort to the AOA in order to resolve the ambiguity or supplement 
the MOA.117 This approach may be supported by the statement of Jessel, M. R. in Re: Wedgwood 
Coal and Iron C. 118which states that; 
‘Where there are two contemporaneous documents executed and assented to by the same 
persons at the same time…it appears to me that the ordinary rule applies according to 
which contemporaneous documents are read together, so that if there is an ambiguity in 
one it may be explained by the other.’ 
 
However, if the uncertainty arises from some matter which is by statute required to appear in the 
MOA, the AOA cannot be resorted to in order to modify the MOA.119 In the words of Bowen L.J 
in Guinness v Land Corporation of Ireland:120 
‘The memorandum contains the fundamental conditions upon which alone the company 
is allowed to be incorporated. They are conditions introduced for the benefit of the 
creditors and the outside public, as well as the shareholders. The Articles of Association 
are the internal regulations of the company. How can it be said that in all cases the 
fundamental conditions of the charter of incorporation and the internal regulations are to 
                                                          
113 Section 44 Companies Act 1 of 2012. 
114 Section 24 Companies Act (1961) Cap 110. 
115 Bakibinga op cit note 45 at 40. 
116 Ibid at 41. 
117 Re Duncan Gilmour & Co. Ltd [1952]2 All E.R. at 871. 
118 (1877) 7 Ch.D.75 at 99. 
119 Bakibinga op cit note 45 at 41. 
120 (1882) 22 Ch.D. 349 at 381. 
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be construed together?...In any case it is, as it seems to me certain that for anything which 
the Act of Parliament says shall be in the memorandum, you must look at the 
memorandum alone. If the legislature has said that one instrument is to be dominant, you 
cannot turn to another instrument and read it in order to modify the provisions of the 
dominant document…’ 
It can therefore be deducted that the MOA and AOA are meant to be construed separately.  
 
Statutory Forms of the MOA and the AOA 
The new Act stipulates that the statutory documentary forms for the registration of the 
Memorandum and Articles of Association are to follow the prescribed format under section 17 of 
the Act. This standardization of documents used in company formation eliminates the confusion 
in the structure relating to the documents of incorporation and in turn is meant to ease the 
process of company formation. However, this provision of the new Act has often been described 
as rigid thus in much need for review as it curtails the process in Uganda by prescribing the 
format of the documents to be adopted during incorporation. 
Statutory Declaration 
A statutory declaration is a document filed with the Registrar by a legal practitioner or other 
authorized personnel to incorporate a company as sufficient evidence of compliance with all the 
requirements of company formation under the new Act.121 This document accompanies all the 
other requisite documents and marks the end of the incorporator’s role in the process of company 
formation.  At this stage, the onus solely lies with the Registrar of companies to either register 
the company or not.122 
 
                                                          
121 Section 22 (2) Companies Act 1 of 2012. 
122 See Sebalu & Lule Advocates op cit note 65.  
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Payment of requisite fees 
This is a stage that authenticates the process of company formation in Uganda.123 The fees 
payable are assessed by the Registrar with guidance from the relevant legislation;124 payment of 
which indicates the imminent completion of the process of formation of a company.125 
 
Company Registration 
After all the above stages have been complied with, the process of company registration ensues. 
The documents of incorporation must be presented together with a receipt acknowledging 
payment of the requisite fees in order for the Registrar to accept their submission.126  
Under Section 18 of the new Act, a company is registered by filling in the particulars contained 
in the registration form in the second schedule. If the Registrar is satisfied that the applicant has 
complied with all the requirements as stipulated by the relevant statutes, the Registrar shall 
register the company and assign to it a registration number.127 Upon registration, the Registrar 
issues a certificate of incorporation as conclusive evidence that all the requirements in the 
Companies Act as well as other legislation, matters of precedent and incidental to company 
registration have been complied with and that the association is a company duly registered under 
the new Act.128 
 
Registration of Public Companies 
Formation of a public company follows the process discussed above; however, it has to be 
vetoed by the Capital Markets Authority (CMA) from its initial stages because this type of 
                                                          
123 Healy Consultants op cit note 16.  
124 Legislations like the Stamps Act Cap 342; the Registration of Documents (Fees) (amendment) Rules 2005 
amongst others. 
125 There several requisite fees to be paid during the process of company formation in Uganda. A break down of the 
fees payable may be accessed from the Uganda Registration Services Bureau, available at, 
http://www.ursb.go.ug/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=31&Itemid=119, accessed on 25 Aug 
2014.  
126 Healy Consultants op cite note 16. 
127 Business Licencing Reform Committee ‘Report on Uganda’s Business Licencing Reforms’ at vii available at, 
http://www.businesslicences.go.ug/asset_uplds/files/BLRC%20Executive%20Report-Vol_1.pdf, March 2012, 
accessed on 18 August 2014 
128 Section 22 (1) Companies Act 1 of 2012. 
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company allows for the public to invest in the company by buying shares through an Initial 
Public Offering (IPO).129  
 
It is also worth noting that the new Act provides for a comprehensive and chronological change 
of re-registering a private company to a public company.130 A private company could only 
undertake registration as a public company, if the incorporators were prepared to engage with the 
process of formation of a public company.131 This simplification of registration of a private 




In Uganda, commencement of business after registration of a company as illustrated above is 
officiated by the issue of a trading licence.132 This licence is issued by the approved local 
authority on payment of the requisite fees in the area that the business intends to operate.133 If the 
registration is approved, the local authority needs to be sought to issue the trading licence. 
Naturally the incorporator will not or cannot operate if the trading licence is not issued. To 
illustrate; if a business operates in Kampala, one needs to acquire a trading licence from the 
Kampala City Council Authority (KCCA).134 This licence is issued on payment of the prescribed 
fees.135 This licence stifles the engagement in the process of company formation because it 
increases on the compliance requirements an incorporator must adhere to. Thus, resulting into a 
wide spread informal sector in Uganda.136 
 
                                                          
129 Section 60 Companies Act 1 of 2012. 
130 Sections 24 to 27 Companies Act 1 2012. 
131 Healy Consultants op cit note 16. 
132 Ibid. 
133 Ibid. 
134 The process is regulated by the Trade (Licensing) Act, Cap 101 and the Trade (Licensing) Regulations, 2012.  
135 The fees are regulated by the Trade (Licensing) Act, Cap 101 and issued by the authorised local authority.   
136 World Bank ‘Economic Overview Uganda’ op cit note 14. 
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Tax requirements 
Uganda has a residence based tax system.137 Thus, incorporators must take note of and are liable 
to pay several taxes during the process of company formation and when the business has been 
formed and is operational.138 Some of the taxes to be paid include; company Income tax139 at a 
rate of 30% per annum; Capital gains tax which is levied on the disposal of the company’s 
assets; Value Added tax (VAT),140 for goods and several services at a rate of 18%; Local Service 
tax and ‘Pay As You Earn’ tax (PAYE) which is deducted from the salaries of the employees. 
Notably, a stamps duty is levied on all the documents submitted for registration. This levy is 
regulated by the Stamps Act, Cap 342 and varies from one document to another. 
  
Registered Offices 
It is mandatory for a company registered under the new Act to provide details of its registered 
office and a registered postal address on the day on which it commences business or as from the 
fourteenth day of incorporation.141 In the event of non-compliance, the Registrar reserves the 
right to de-register such a company upon notice in the Government Gazette (GG) and a 
newspaper of wide circulation.142 Furthermore, the registrar may impose a default fine.143 This 
provision has been criticized for giving excessive powers to the Registrar of companies and a 
proposal for the imposition of the fine has been suggested to be left to the discretion of the courts 
in Uganda.144 
Registration of foreign Companies in Uganda 
Registration of foreign companies in Uganda is provided for under the new Act in association 
with other requisite legislation. Foreign companies are companies incorporated outside Uganda 
but are registered and continue to hold a place of business in Uganda.145 They may be wholly 
owned or partially owned by foreign nationals. The registration of these companies follows all 
                                                          
137 For details visit, http://www.ensafrica.com/law-firm/uganda, accessed on 15 Aug 2014 
138 Bureau of Economic and Business Affairs ‘2013 investment Climate Statement – Uganda’ op cit note 15. 
139 Regulated by the Income Tax Act (1997) Cap 340 
140 Regulated by the Value Added Tax (amended) Act 2005 
141 Section 115 of the Companies Act 1 of 2012 
142 Section 115 (2)-(5) Companies Act 1 of 2012 
143 Section 116(3) Companies Act 1 of 2012  
144 See Sebalu & Lule Advocates op cit note 65. 
145 Section 251 Companies Act 1 of 2012 
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the domestic requirements of company formation as discussed above,146 as well as the 
prerequisites of foreign company registration under the Investment Code Act.147 Thus, it may be 
concluded that foreign companies undergo double mandatory registration in order formally 
operate business in Uganda.  
The Investment Code Act establishes the Uganda Investment Authority (UIA to regulate the 
registration of foreign companies in Uganda. This is through the issue of an investment licence 
as stipulated in section 11 of the Act.148 However, a foreign investor who is intending to engage 
in trade only is not required to obtain an investment licence but must incorporate the company 
with the Registrar of Companies as is required by law and must make a deposit of the a sum of 
US$ 100 000 or its equivalent in Uganda shillings (UGX) at the Bank of Uganda (BOU).149 This 
cash deposit is meant to be used for the importation or direct purchase of goods for the 
business.150  
Once the company has been registered as illustrated above; the incorporator must lodge an 
application in writing to the immigration department to be issued with a permit as a foreign 
investor.151 This permit enables him/her to lodge an application to the local authority where the 
business will be principally carried out for a trade licence, receipt of which he or she can 
commence business.152  
 
Notably, the Investment Code Act prohibits foreign investors to operate business of crop 
production, animal production or acquire or be granted or lease land for the purpose of crop 
production or animal production.153 However, in a bid to encourage the formation of foreign 
companies in Uganda, the government grants generous incentives like tax holidays for foreign 
                                                          
146 For example, Sections 252-260 Companies Act 1 of 2012; the Uganda Registration Services Bureau Act, Cap 
210. 
147 Investment Code Act, Cap 92.  
148 Ibid. 
149 Section 10 (5) (a) & (b) Investment Code Act, Cap 92. 
150 See Healy Consultants op cit note 16. 
151 Section 10 (7) & (8) Investment Code Act, Cap 92.  
152 Section 10 (9) Investment Code Act, Cap 92. 
153 Section 10 (2) Investment Code Act, Cap 92. 
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investors, incentives for research, mineral exploration and importation of plant machinery, as 
well as incentives to the education and agricultural sector.154  
The government has bilateral investment treaties with countries like South Africa, Egypt, France, 
United Kingdom and has regional and international obligations that include the Common Market 
for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA), the Preferential Trade Area (PTA) and, the East 
African Community (EAC). All of these organisations can be used as platforms to foster the 
incorporation of foreign companies in Uganda. However, despite an established regulatory 
framework and added incentives for the registration of foreign companies; the rate of foreign 
registrations is low.155 This is associated with the rigid and numerous requirements of company 
registration as discussed above, the impact of which will be discussed at a later stage in this 
chapter.  
 
2.6 Effects of Company formation  
The foundation of company law rests on the principle that a company has separate legal 
personality.156 This legal personality is an artificial one which is distinguishable from natural 
personality. The possession of legal personality implies that a company is capable of enjoying 
rights albeit subject to duties, separately from its members.157 This principle was first distinctly 
articulated by Lord Macnaghten158 when he stated that: 
‘…the company is at law a different person altogether from the subscribers…; and 
though it may be that after incorporation the business is precisely the same as it was 
before, and the same persons are managers, and the same hands receive the profits of the 
company, the company is not in law the agent of the subscribers or trustee for them…’ 
Thus, companies can own property, are expected to pay taxes, enter into contracts, sue and can 
be sued independently of those who own them and are responsible for their own debts and 
actions as long as they are organised, managed and maintained as true separate legal entities. 
                                                          
154 For further details on the incentives granted to foreign investors, see Sections 5-20 Investment Code Act, Cap 92. 
155 Bureau of Economic and Business Affairs ‘2013 investment Climate Statement – Uganda’ op cit note 15. 
156 Cassim et al op cit note 89 at 29. 
157 Bakibinga op cit note 45 at 4. 
158 Salomon v Salomon & Co. Ltd [1897] A.C. 22 H.L at 51 
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The discussion that follows generally examines the consequences of incorporation; 
Limited Liability 
The principle of limited liability is a characteristic of company formation, at the core of company 
law.159 Limited liability means that the liability of shareholders for the company’s debts is 
limited to the amount they have paid to the company for its shares.160 This encourages risk-
taking in the corporate venture161 by ensuring that the shareholders are not entirely liable for the 
debts of the company.162 This means that shareholders are under no obligation to the company or 
its creditors beyond the extent of their obligations based on the value of their shares.163 Thus, 
claims of creditors are confined to the assets of the company; they cannot obtain satisfaction of 
their debts from the personal assets of the shareholders of the company because the debts and 
liabilities of the company are those of the company alone and not of its shareholders. This 
principle was upheld in the Ugandan case of Sentamu v UCB164; where when a claim for the 
company’s debt was instituted against its managing director. It was held that individual members 
of the company were not liable for the company’s debts. Even a managing director of a company 
could not be held liable for the company’s debts. Thus, the concept of limited liability 
encourages the growth and expansion of companies, which is of crucial importance to the 
development of the economy because successful companies generate government revenue and 
employment. Further, limited liability enables entrepreneur’s to limit their risks when engaging 
in certain business. 
However, it is the shareholders that enjoy limited liability and not the company, which is fully 
liable for its debts. Thus, it is not correct to describe a company as a limited liability company.165 
To illustrate; Capital Shoppers Limited is one of the biggest and fastest growing businesses in 
Uganda which has benefited from incorporation.166 This venture started as a small family store 
(“duka”) in the busy area of Nakasero market, a suburb of Kampala central business district and 
it has risen to one of Uganda’s most reputable businesses putting ‘‘dukas’’ out of business. 
                                                          
159 Cassim et al op cit note 89 at 35. 
160 Ibid. 
161 See The Economist 1999. “Limited Liability Is Born’’ Special Edition. 23 December 1999. 
162 See Airport Cold Storage (Pty) Ltd v Ebrahim 2008 (2) SA 303 (C) para 6. 
163 Cassim et al op cit note 89 at 35. 
164 [1983] HCB at 59. 
165 Cassim et al op cit note 89 at 35. 
166 B Rwothungyeyo ‘Capital Shopper’s unstoppable growth’ New Vision 28 June 2014 
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Although it is a privately owned family business, by virtue of incorporation, the incorporators 
cannot be liable for the debts of the business but rather; Capital Shoppers Limited is liable for its 
own debts by virtue of limited liability as discussed above. Additionally, Capital Shoppers 
Limited has also been credited for employing over one thousand Ugandans, thus contributing to 
the labour market in Uganda by providing jobs to the local population. 
 
Property 
An incorporated entity is able to own property separately from its members.167 The advantage of 
this is that members cannot directly interfere with the company’s property.168 To illustrate, in 
2002 Stanbic Bank (Uganda) Ltd acquired 90% shareholding on Uganda Commercial Bank 
(UCB).169 This shareholding in UCB is a property of Stanbic Bank (U) Ltd and not of its 
incorporators or shareholders. It is only when the company is liquidated that the shareholders 
have a right to share in a division of the company’s assets.170 
In addition to the above; it is also settled law that a company can occupy business premises as a 
tenant in Uganda.171 This was illustrated in the case of Kampala Cotton Co. Ltd v Madhavani, 
where the stipulated principle was re-echoed in verbatim.172   
 
Perpetuity 
Companies have perpetual existence, which means that unlike other forms of business that cease 
to exist in the event of bankruptcy or the withdrawal or death of the owners; their continuity 
remains.173 To illustrate, the oldest company be incorporated is the Hudson’s Bay Company 
                                                          
167 Dadoo Ltd v Krugersdorp Municipal Council 1920 AD 530 at 550-1 
168 Macaura v Northern Assurance Co Ltd [1925] AC 619 
169 ‘Uganda’s largest bank for sale’ BBC NEWS 17 October 2001; For more details on this acquisition also visit 
www.stanbicbank.co.ug/uganda/Stanbic-Bank-Uganda/About-us, on the History of Stanbic Bank Uganda, accessed 
on 17 August 2014. 
170 Stellenbosch Farmers’ Winery Ltd v Distillers Corporation (SA) Ltd 1962 (1) SA 458 at 471-2 
171 See Healy Consultants op cit note 16. 
172 (1954) 21 EACA at 129. 
173 Cassim et al op cit note 89 at 36. 
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which was formed in 1670 and is still in business.174 Thus, companies are true separate entities 
from those who form and own them; and will outlive shareholders as long as they are maintained 
and operated properly. 
 
Corporate Status 
Company formation provides a business with a corporate image.175  This status makes a business 
appear larger, more established, professional and reliable. As a result, an incorporated company 
will be deemed as a safer option for potential investors, lenders, clients and suppliers to engage 
with. Many larger firms and organisations are reluctant to get involved with unincorporated 
businesses; therefore registering a company can attract business opportunities and further the 
potential of the company.176 A similar view was advanced by Lord Macnaghten177 when he 
stated that; 
‘Among the principal reasons which induce persons to form private companies…are the 
desire to avoid the risk of bankruptcy, and increased facility afforded for borrowing 
money. By means of a private company…a trade can be carried on with limited liability, 
and without exposing the persons interested in it in the event of failure to the harsh 
provisions of the bankruptcy law…’ 
 
However, when the corporate veil established on incorporation is pierced; the protection afforded 
to the shareholders and directors is removed and the substance of the company is examined, 
rather than the form in which it has been cast.178 This has been considered as the negative effect 
of incorporation.179 In such a situation, the statutes180 and case law181 look at the people behind 
the company rather than the cloak of incorporation to attach liability for improper transactions of 
                                                          
174 The Hudson’s Bay Company History. Available at, 
http://www.gov.mb.ca/chc/archives/hbca/about/hbc_history.html, accessed on 12 Aug 2014. 
175 Bakibinga op cit note 45 at 5. 
176 http://www.1800company.com/start-up-advisor/top-reasons-to-form-a-corporation, accessed on 12 August 2014 
177 Salomon v Salomon & Co Ltd [1897] AC 22 H.L at 52. 
178 Cassim et al op cit note 89 at 40. 
179 See further, Exceptions of the principle of separate legal personality in Cassim et al op cit note 89 at 41-50. 
180 Section 20 Companies Act 1 of 2012. 
181 Daimler Co Ltd v Continental Tyre and Rubber Co [1916] 2 AC 307. 
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the company. This was observed in Dunlop Nigerian Industries Ltd v Forward Nigerian 
Enterprises Ltd & Farore182 when Ajoso-Adeogun, J stated that; 
‘…in particular circumstances e.g. where the device of incorporation is used for some 
illegal or improper purpose, the court may disregard the principle that a company is an 
independent legal entity and ‘lift the veil’ of corporate identity so that if it is proved that a 
person used a company he controls as a cloak for an improper transaction he may be 
made personally liable to a third party.’ 
In Uganda, the principle was employed to attach liability to the incorporators of ‘Adfast 
Incorporation’, a registered company which defrauded several Ugandans of millions of shillings 
and the founder was hiding behind the cloak of incorporation to escape liability of his actions.183 
Thus, corporate personality attained on formation of a company comes with advantages as well 
as disadvantages as discussed above. 
 
2.7 Obstacles of incorporation in Uganda  
Uganda’s economic development focus since 1990 has been to promote a private sector led 
economy and this aligns with the rate of formal business establishments in an economy.184 A 
number of initiatives have been undertaken by the government to create an enabling business 
environment and minimize the cost of doing business in order to attract more domestic and 
international investments.185 Thus, in recent years, Uganda has registered over 25 400 formal 
business establishments, 91% of which fall in the category of micro, small and medium 
enterprises (MSMEs), and contribute about 20% of the GDP.186  However, the process of 
company formation in Uganda has relatively not been engaged with especially by entrepreneurs 
operating SME’s which the vast majority of businesses in Uganda are. The discussion that 
follows delves into some of the reasons why especially the local entrepreneurs, have not engaged 
with the process of company formation in Uganda.  
                                                          
182 1976 N.C.L.R. 243 . 
183 Details available at B Kwesiga ‘Club Rouge Boss Arrested’ Red Pepper 10 May 2010. 
184 World Bank ‘Economic Overview Uganda’ op cit note 14. 
185 Business Licencing Reform Committee op cit note 127. 
186Government of Uganda Report on the Business Register, 2002/2002 Kampala: Uganda Bureau of Statistics.  
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Centralized registration 
The process of company formation in Uganda can only be done in Kampala. However, Uganda 
is divided into 111 districts187, all of which need access to this service if formal businesses are to 
be established in the different districts. This has rendered the service inaccessible especially to 
the districts far away from Kampala. Thus, the rural population which constitutes of 70% of 
entrepreneurs in Uganda188 has been resigned to establishing and operating informal businesses 
due to limited access to the company registration facilities in their respective districts.189 
Centralization of the formation process could be deemed as the predominant reason why, 
particularly the rural entrepreneurs have not engaged with formal businesses in Uganda.   
In addition, Uganda’s dilapidated road and bridge infrastructure curtails the movement from the 
rural areas to Kampala in order to access this service.190 This leaves this class of entrepreneurs 
with no choice but to operate informal businesses the impact of which will be discussed later in 
this chapter of the study.  
 
Manual registration process 
In June 2013, with the support of the World Bank, the Uganda Registration Services Bureau 
launched a digitized web-based platform191 for company registration and the search of business 
names to avoid the bureaucratic nature of the manual registration.192 However, this system is 
inoperative to date and incorporators still engage with a manual process of incorporation. The 
manual process is time consuming and very costly and often leads to the loss of registration files 
because the company’s register is not well maintained and is characterized by inadequate filing 
                                                          
187 List of Local Government Districts available at, www.molg.go.ug/local-governments#cite_note-district-0, 
accessed on 19 August 2014. 
188 R Namatovu & S Dawa ‘Understanding Women Micro and Small Business Entrepreneurs in Uganda’ available 
at, http://www.trustafrica.org/en/publications-trust/icbe-research-reports?download=90:understanding-women-
micro-and-small-business-entrepreneurs-in-uganda&start=20, accessed on 12 August 2014 P.16 
189 Business Licencing Reform Committee op cit note 127. 
190Bureau of Economic and Business Affairs ‘2013 investment Climate Statement – Uganda’ op cit note 15. 
191 Uganda’s e-registry portal available at www.businesslicences.go.ug/index.php, accessed on 19 August 2014. 
192 Online Company Registration now possible in Uganda, available at, www.humanipo.com/news/6646/online-
company-registration-now-possible-in-uganda/, accessed on 19 August 2014. 
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systems.193 This state of events has deterred many especially micro business owners from 
engaging with the process in Uganda.  
Documentation 
Several documents as previously discussed are required for the process of company formation in 
Uganda.194 The complexity of these documents is not well elaborated in the new Act as well as 
the URSB. This poses a difficulty in using them during the formation process. Furthermore, the 
process still requires the registration of archaic documents like the MOA and AOA as previously 
discussed. This increases the incorporator’s documentation and paper work hence renders the 
process cumbersome and undesirable.195 Thus, local entrepreneurs in a bid to avoid the hefty 
paper work have resorted to running their enterprises as informal businesses and not engaging 
with the process of company formation in Uganda.  
 
Language barrier 
Formation of a company in Uganda is conducted in the English language.196 However, it is 
estimated that there are around 40 different languages regularly used when conducting business 
in Uganda.197 Many local entrepreneurs do not have the proficiency in the English language and 
are kept away from engaging with company formation on those grounds. 
 
Exorbitant legal fees 
It’s an established practice that company formation in Uganda is effected by legal personnel.198 
However, these render this service at exorbitant fees, rendering it accessible for a particular class 
of entrepreneurs thus limiting the number of entrepreneurs who engage with the process in 
Uganda.  
                                                          
193 Business Licencing Reform Committee op cit note 127. 
194 Busiki & Co. Advocates op cit note 22. 
195 Uganda Law Reform Commission op cit note 35 at 10 
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Corruption 
Corruption is a serious problem in Uganda which curtails the process of company formation.199 
A December 2012 report on corruption by the Inspectorate of Government characterized 
corruption in Uganda as rampant and noted that “corruption causes distortions of a great 
magnitude in Uganda’s economy”200 Further, Uganda was ranked140 of 177 countries in the 
global measure of corruption survey by Transparency International in 2013.201 Due to corruption 
and red tape, many businesses in Uganda find it more profitable to operate in the informal sector. 
Investors often complain that government officials often require under-the-table cash payments 
in person at the registration offices to assist them with the formation process.202 This has affected 
company formation at a domestic and international level. Thus, the perceived deterioration of 
governance and increase in corruption threatens Uganda’s image as a development model203 and 
challenges its future development efforts especially dependent on the company formation. 
 
Commercial Justice System 
The commercial justice system in Uganda has fared badly because commercial life in Uganda 
starting with company formation has been encumbered for several decades.204 There is rampant 
judicial corruption and procedural delays especially caused by well-connected defendants during 
the judicial process. This undermines the principle of incorporation that an incorporated 
company can sue and be sued.205 Further, some investors have complained that the legal process 
in Uganda, favor’s local entrepreneurs at the expense of foreign entrepreneurs; political pressures 
often disrupt and delay judicial outcomes and government agencies are slow and reluctant to 
follow court rulings.206 This minimizes the enthusiasm of entrepreneurs to engage in company 
formation in Uganda.  
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Duration of company formation 
The incorporation process in Uganda involves a substantial amount of time to be completed. 
Studies have shown that simple incorporations like singly owned businesses can take up to 33 
business days to be completed.207 Entrepreneurs generally do not have the patience and the 
willingness to dedicate 33 working days or more to the process. They in-turn resort to informal 
businesses and bribing local authorities in order to operate businesses since they do not have the 
requisite paper work to obtain a trading licence as previously discussed. Notably, it takes even a 
longer time to incorporate companies like Oil mining companies.208 This limits the registration of 
foreign companies to help with the oil extraction in Uganda since the GOU does not have the 
resources and the requisite skills to mine its minerals.   
 
Lack of requisite information 
Information has become so crucial and essential in the economic, social and cultural 
development of economies worldwide that the 21st century has been dubbed as the “Age of 
Information.’’209 However, the entities regulating the process of company formation in Uganda 
have not sufficiently availed the necessary information regarding the process to the domestic and 
foreign entrepreneurs. This has deterred especially the grass roots incorporator in the rural areas 
of Uganda from engaging with the process of company formation because they do not know 
what it entails, the benefits as well as the disadvantages associated with it.  
  
Political Violence 
Uganda’s political environment is highly unpredictable making it unsuitable for forming and 
operating businesses.210  The regional terrorism threat remains high, and there has been a 
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periodic eruption of political violence in recent years.211 In February 2011, Uganda held 
elections in which President Museveni was elected into power in his fourth consecutive term. In 
the months following the election, political tensions were exacerbated as Uganda plunged into an 
economic crisis, recording skyrocketing inflation rates between April and May 2011.212 This 
affected the economy on several fronts and the registration of companies in particular, especially 
the registration of foreign companies because investors cannot register and operate businesses in 
hostile political economies.213 Thus, political instability prohibits the establishment and 
maintenance of companies in Uganda.214 
 
High expectations from foreign investors 
It takes up to 15 procedures215 and 40 business days to establish a foreign-owned company in 
Uganda. This process equally sets high expectations for foreign investors like the need to deposit 
a capital investment amount of US$100 000 with the Bank of Uganda for the intended 
investment,216 submitting a detailed valued investment plan with timings and a comprehensive 
training program for the local employees before the investment proposal can be considered for 
issuance with an investment licence, amongst others.217 This process also takes a considerable 
amount of time to be completed before a foreign entrepreneur embarks on the ordinary process 
of company formation as previously discussed. These requirements limit the number of foreign 
companies that register in Uganda annually.  
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Furthermore, foreign investors have refrained from registering their companies in Uganda 
because of the presence of counterfeit goods especially from China and India.218 The presence of 
counterfeit goods results in unfair competition with original goods from other foreign companies. 
The foreign investor’s objective is to protect the reputation of their companies and preserve the 
quality of their products thus; the presence of counterfeit goods deters future foreign investment 
in Uganda.  
 
Regulatory inefficiency 
The regulatory environment in Uganda is not conducive to entrepreneurial activity. There is no 
minimum capital requirement for establishing a business, but requirements for commercial 
licenses are time-consuming and costly.219  Further, the formal labor market remains inefficient 
and lacks dynamism to foster business development. This has curtailed the engagement of 





High tax burden 
Uganda’s tax system is comprised of several taxes like Income tax, Value Added Tax, Pay As 
You Earn, excise duties and, import duty tax.220 Companies are liable for majority of these taxes 
on incorporation. Thus, to try and evade payment of numerous taxes, entrepreneurial Ugandans 
have opted to operate their businesses informally and not engage in the incorporation process. 
Further, some foreign investors have complained that the tax rules are unclear which has led to 
tax disputes between the Uganda Revenue Authority (URA) and foreign companies. 





Women and company formation 
Women are a powerful work force in Africa.221 Women own 39 percent of the registered 
businesses in the Uganda Business Register.222 However, several women still operate their 
micro-small businesses without the necessary degree of formalization. While the delays and 
costs of registration and licencing impose a burden on all businesses, evidence from Uganda’s 
Regulatory Best Practice Program suggest that such requirements impose a disproportionate 
burden on enterprises headed by women.223 The regulatory burden is perceived as greater for 
women in relation to their male counter parts. Women who head enterprises are prone to be 
subject to harassment, including requests to pay bribes and threats of closure because women are 
seen as “soft targets”.224 It is also worth noting that by virtue of the distribution of social 
responsibilities, women are time poor, with greater family responsibility than men and as such 
are less inclined to formalize their businesses when procedures are complex and time 
consuming.225 This has curtailed their engagement in incorporation hence a widespread informal 
sector in Uganda.    
 
2.8 Impact of an undesirable company formation process on Uganda’s 
economic development 
Registered Companies are a major contributor to state’s socio-economic development.226 
Although Uganda has been credited as one of Africa’s fastest and consistently growing 
economy; its undesirable process of company formation has encumbered its development and 
resulted into some of the following;  
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Limited growth of the Uganda Stock Exchange (USE); Due to the minimal incorporation of 
public companies; the Uganda Stock Exchange227 has a limited number of local companies listed 
and trading on the market; and its performance has equally attracted very few international 
companies as well as foreign investors.228 This places it in an unfavorable position in comparison 
with similar stock markets like the Johannesburg Stock Exchange. Thus, this minimal growth of 
the stock exchange market cannot make a major contribution towards Uganda’s economic 
growth.  
 
Unemployment; registered companies avail better conditioned employment opportunities for 
Uganda’s population due to the requirement of compliance with the employment regulations. 
The failure to register some of these businesses creates unregulated employment conditions with 
little to no accountability to comply with employment regulations. This has led to unemployment 
in Uganda especially among the youth who in turn resort to petty crimes to sustain their 
wellbeing.229  
 
Poverty; According to the Ugandan budget speech for the financial year 2014/2015230, the 
proportion of Ugandans living below the poverty line is 19.7 percent. Further, the United Nations 
Fund for Population Activities (UNFPA)231 estimated that about 23.1 million of the 34.5 million 
Ugandans are prone to poverty. If structures like company formation are not improved to 
encourage the population to engage in business activities in order to improve their economic and 
social well-being, Uganda will relapse to a state of abject poverty; a condition the current 
government has fought so hard to get rid of.232 
 
                                                          
227 Available at http://www.use.or.ug/, accessed on 19 August 2014. 
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Inadequate entrepreneurial skills; Entrepreneurial education is often limited to formal 
establishments. Thus, entrepreneurs that operate unregistered businesses in Uganda have limited 
access to programs that develop and formalize their entrepreneurial abilities, like the Business to 
Business (B2B) program which was implemented by the Uganda Investment Authority.233 This 
training enables entrepreneurs to access and utilize appropriate business skills and information 
which would in turn increase their business efficiency.  
 
High Inflation rate; as of May 2014, the inflation rate in Uganda was at 5.4%.234 This curtails the 
performance of the Uganda shilling on international currency markets and equally leads to the 
increase in the purchase of basic needs and cost of fuel for the local population.235 Thus, socio-
economic development cannot occur in economies where the inflation rate is high. 
 
Loss of government revenue; Registered companies are some of the major contributors of 
government revenue.236 This is through the payment of the levied taxes and requisite fees. About 
20% of the country’s GDP is attained from this sector. However, the informal establishment and 
running of businesses renders the collection of the much needed government revenue difficult 
due to the lack of proper documentation indicating the existence and operation of the said 
businesses which curtails economic development.237  
 
Limited direct foreign investment; the cumbersome process of company formation in Uganda has 
led to a decline in the number of foreign companies that are registered in Uganda. This affects 
government revenue as well as other social benefits that could result from the establishment of 
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international companies in Uganda.238 This limits the diversification of Uganda’s economy hence 
hindering socio-economic development. 
 
Increased Public Debt; Uganda’s external and domestic debt is growing by close to two 
percentage points of the GDP every year totaling to Uganda shillings 14. 5trillion.239 The near 
term consequences of the debt expansion presents weaker economic recovery and the private 
sector will have to absorb the large effect of the increased public debt.  Since the majority of 
entrepreneurs in Uganda do not engage with company formation, the government has insufficient 
funds at its disposal to cater for the public debt that would have been paid through revenue 
collections. Thus, if the public debt becomes unsustainable the government will have to 
undertake severely disruptive fiscal adjustments in order to generate the resources needed to 
service the debt which may further curtail company formation. The accumulated volumes of debt 
indicate that the government of Uganda is mortgaging future generations and this is detrimental 
to economic development.240 
 
Gender inequality; the existing process of company formation in Uganda is said to favour male 
entrepreneurs at the expense of female entrepreneurs.241 This has created entrepreneurial 
inequality in the society thus disempowered female entrepreneurs from being active in the formal 
sector which results in informally operated enterprises by women. This curtails economic 
development especially for this class of individuals in Uganda.  
 
Poor Infrastructure; Uganda is known for its dilapidated road and bridge infrastructure; its 
railway system is underdeveloped and its airfreight charges are amongst the highest in the 
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African region.242 This leads to higher transportation costs which constrains the growth of the 
commercial sector as well as economic development. 
 
High tax burden; since very few businesses are registered in Uganda, the Uganda Revenue 
Authority is forced to levy high taxes on the formal sector to fill the economy’s revenue gaps.243 
This leads to the evasion of taxes through improper accounting practices by registered companies 
as well as the non-registration of enterprises with the URSB, which in turn limit socio-economic 
development in Uganda. 
 
2.9 Conclusion 
In conclusion, despite the coming into force of the new Companies Act with amongst others the 
objective of simplifying the process of company formation in Uganda; the formation process is 
still undesirable and in dire need of comprehensive review. Uganda could improve on this status 
by drawing lessons from developing African countries like South Africa, with a similar company 
law history which have developed and been commended for having a modified process of 
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LESSONS FROM SOUTH AFRICA 
 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter will discuss the process of company formation in South Africa while highlighting 
the salient features which Uganda could emulate. 
   
3.1 Overview of the process of company formation in South Africa  
Before the proposed comprehensive and holistic review of the Companies Act in 2004; company 
formation in South African was regulated by the Companies Act 61 of 1973 (the 1973 Act) for 
over thirty years.244 The 1973 Act was based on a framework and general principles of English 
Law.245 Thus, was not abreast with the fundamental socio-economic developments that had taken 
place in South Africa since its enactment, like the adoption of a new Constitution in 1996.246 The 
1973 Act was highly formalistic which made it cumbersome and costly to form and manage 
companies.247 It required a long process to form and register companies, including amongst other 
formalities; the completion of numerous documents, compulsory reservation of a name and the 
requirement that all members must sign the memorandum and articles of association.248 These 
requirements resulted in delays during the incorporation process. 
On 8 April 2009, the new Companies Act 71 of 2008 (the new Companies Act) was signed into 
law249, with the intended objective to keep abreast with the current corporate law reforms and to 
remain relevant in a modern commercial industry.250 However, after the enactment of this 
legislation, it could not come into force before 8th April 2010 because a waiting period of one 
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year had been prescribed.251 It only came into effect on 1 May 2011252 and is undoubtedly a 
concise piece of legislation.253 The new Companies Act introduces a new, modernized, 
simplified and flexible method of company formation; doing away with the cumbersome process 
that encompassed unnecessary hurdles and obstacles under the 1973 Act.254 This simplification 
perceives incorporation as a right rather than a state privilege.255 The new Companies Act 
prescribes minimal requirements for the formation of domestic and foreign companies in South 
Africa.256 The minimum requirements are; the Notice of Incorporation (the NOI), the 
Memorandum of Incorporation (the MOI) and payment of the prescribed fees facilitated by an 
electronic process of lodgment.257  
Below is a detailed discussion of some of the salient features of the process of company 
formation in South Africa; 
 
3.2 Salient features of the South African process of company 
formation which Uganda could emulate 
Research in the recent past shows that company formation is good for the economy.258 To keep 
abreast with this finding, South Africa introduced a new, simpler and less prescriptive process of 
company formation with the re-enactment and coming into force of the new Companies Act.259 
The new process has been deemed to be flexible and more adaptable for both local and foreign 
investors; and has encouraged entrepreneurship, employment and economic growth. This process 
of incorporation is administered by the newly formed Companies and Intellectual Property 
Commission (CIPC), as mandated by the new Companies Act (the ‘Companies Commission’).260 
This body is an amalgamation of the Office of Companies and Intellectual Property Enforcement 
(OCIPE) and the Companies and Intellectual Property Registration Office (CIPRO) of the 
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previous company law regime.261 The amalgamation and other developments, as the study will 
further indicate, were intended to create flexibility and simplicity in the formation and 
maintenance of companies, and to promote the development of the South African economy.262 
Thus, with just a few years in operation, the process has been credited as favorable for South 
Africa’s economy and has several distinctive features which make it suitable to be emulated by 
other African countries like Uganda. The discussion that follows examines the salient features of 
company formation in South Africa, which Uganda could emulate; 
 
Types of companies 
There two broad types of companies that may be formed in South Africa. That is, profit 
companies and non-profit companies.263 This categorization was intended to dispose of the 
unnecessary complexities relating to the types of companies that could be formed in order to 
realise the objectives of the new Companies Act under Section 7.264  
 
 A profit company is a company formed for the purpose of financial gain for its 
shareholders.265 In South Africa, a profit company may be a private company, public company, a 
state-owned company or a personal liability company.266 It may be formed by one or more 
incorporators or an organ of state regardless of the type of Profit Company it is;267 and it may 
have any number of shareholders.268 This category of company follows a universal formation 
mechanism of lodging the NOI and MOI with the Companies Commission.269 Notably, profit 
companies which bear a greater social and economic responsibility to wider majority of the 
public may be required to submit additional information to the Companies Commission during 
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incorporation.270 This additional information relates to extended accountability and transparency 
requirements and may include the auditing of the financial statements; the appointment of 
auditors and audit committees; and the obligatory appointment of a company secretary.271  
 
In practice as well as theory, profit companies in South Africa are distinguished by the 
expressions at the end of their company names. That is, a private company must end with the 
expression ‘proprietary limited’ or its abbreviation ‘(Pty)’ Ltd;272 a public company must end 
with the expression ‘Limited’ or ‘Ltd.’;273 a state-owned company must end with the expression 
‘SOC Ltd.’;274 and a personal liability company must end with the expression ‘Inc.’.275 In 
addition, these companies have other specific attributes some of which will be discussed below; 
The MOI of a personal liability company must specifically state that it is a personal liability 
company.276 The effect is that its directors, including the past directors are jointly and severally 
liable together with the company for any debts and liabilities of the company that had been 
contracted during their respective periods of office.277 Thus, anyone who conducts business with 
this type of company is assumed to have knowledge of its personal liability nature by virtue of its 
name being affixed with the expression ‘personal liability’ or ‘Inc.’.278 
 
There is no limit on the number of shareholders to be held by a private company in South 
Africa.279 This is in the interest of flexibility and modernization of the process of formation and 
management of a company; and the realization that the number of shareholders bears no true 
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correlation on the type of company that the entity is classified as.280 Thus, the unlimited access to 
the number of shareholders who are members of a private company does not render it a public 
company.281  
 
On the other hand, since public companies raise their capital from the public, the new Companies 
Act imposes stringent policy safeguards on disclosure and transparency matters to protect the 
interests of all concerned stakeholders,282 through the disclosure and transparency provisions 
incorporated throughout the Act.283  Consequently, it is mandatory for a public company to 
appoint a company secretary; an audit committee; an independent auditor,284 and to have its 
annual financial statements audited.285 These appointments ensure enhanced accountability and 
transparency provisions of the Companies Act. Furthermore, the annual financial statements 
must be drawn up in accordance with International Financial Recording Standards (IFRS) or in 
some cases, International Reporting Standards for Small and Medium Enterprises.286 Notably, 
the annual financial statements must include particulars showing the remuneration and benefits 
received by each director or prescribed officer.287 Also, the annual return that every company 
files with the Companies Commission must, in the case of a public company, include a copy of 
its annual financial statements.288 Listed public and state owned companies are required to 
appoint a social and ethics committee that monitors the extent to which the companies take 
stakeholder interests into account.289 Thus, the requirement of the new Companies Act that the 
board of directors of public companies consist of a minimum of three directors while the 
mandatory audit committee of a public company must consist of at least one non-executive 
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director.290 All the above are foreign principles to the Ugandan Companies Act and may be 
attributed to the minimal incorporation of public companies. 
 
 A non-profit company means a company formed for a public benefit, or an object relating 
to a cultural or social activity for a communal or group interest.291 Under the new Companies 
Act, the income and property of a non-profit company cannot be distributed to its members or 
directors.292 This type of company is distinguished by the expression ‘NPC’ affixed at the end of 
the name of the entity.293 A non-profit company must be formed by at least three persons acting 
in common as incorporators.294 An organ of state or juristic person may also incorporate a non-
profit company.295 An important innovation of the new Companies Act is that a non-profit 
company may be formed without members.296 The term members under the new Companies 
Act297 is used to refer to persons who hold membership and have specific rights in respect of a 
non-profit company and are not the incorporators of the non-profit company.298  
The MOI of a non-profit company must set out at least one object of the company.299 The object 
must be either; a public benefit object or an object relating to one or more cultural or social 
activities, communal or group interests.300 In addition, the MOI must be consistent with all the 
other requirements of item 1 of Schedule 1 of the new Companies Act, which deal with the 
objects and policies of non-profit companies, particularly the application of their assets, income, 
the distribution of their residual assets on dissolution and the voting rights of voting members. 
This means that the activities of the non-profit company are restricted by the objects under its 
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MOI.301 Thus, it is crucial that all the assets and income of a non-profit company be applied to 
advance its stated objects under the MOI.302 However, it is permissible for a non-profit company 
to acquire and hold securities that are issued by a profit company or carry on any business, trade 
or any undertaking; directly or indirectly, either alone or with other persons, provided that this is 
consistent with or ‘ancillary’ to its stated objects.303 Furthermore, it is crucial that a non-profit 
company does not pay or distribute any portion of its income or transfer any of its assets whether 
directly or indirectly, to an incorporator, member or any person appointed as director of the 
company, unless the distribution or payment is reasonable remuneration for goods delivered to 
the company or for services rendered to the company; or as reasonable payment or 
reimbursement for expenses incurred in advancing a stated object of the company.304  
The concept of non-profit companies does not exist and is not regulated within the ambit of 
Uganda’s new Company’s Act. If a similar approach like South Africa is emulated by Uganda as 
discussed above, the registration and administration of non-profit organizations in Uganda would 
be simplified by virtue of being brought under a single regulating structure. Additionally, there 
would be a consolidation of legislation governing the incorporation companies rendering the 
process of company formation flexible and more adaptable.  
 
Registration of foreign companies 
Foreign companies under the purview of the new Companies Act in South Africa are referred to 
as external companies.305 They may either be ‘external profit companies’ or ‘external non-profit 
companies’.306 Section 1 of the new Companies Act defines an external company, as a company 
that conducts its business or non-profit activities, subject to section 23(3). This means that the 
new Companies Act only applies to external companies and not to other foreign companies.307 
Thus, a foreign company can only be registered by the Companies Commission if it is deemed to 
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be ‘‘carrying on business’’ or non-profit activities within South Africa.308 It achieves this status 
under two circumstances. First, if the foreign company is a party to one or more employment 
contracts with in South Africa; then it must be registered as an external company. Secondly, 
when a foreign company engages in a course of conduct, or has engaged in a course or pattern of 
conduct or activities within South Africa over a period of at least six months and a reasonable 
person would conclude that the company has the intention to engage in business or non-profit 
activities within South Africa on an ongoing basis; such entity should be registered as an external 
company.309 However, foreign companies engaged in activities stipulated under Section 23(2), 
like holding shareholders meetings in South Africa do not require registration as external 
companies, because the stipulated activities do not amount to ‘carrying on business’. The new 
Companies Act further provides that a foreign company must register with the Companies 
Commission as an external company within 20 business days after its initial conduct of business 
or non-profit activity in South Africa.310 However, if a foreign company fails to register as an 
external company within three months after commencing business activities in South Africa, it 
may be issued with the compliance notice requiring it to register as prescribed under section 
23(1) of the new Companies Act as previously discussed and within 20 business days after 
receiving the notice, or otherwise cease carrying on business in South Africa.311 Furthermore, 
according to section 23(3), an external company must maintain and register at least one office 
with a name and an address of a contact person based in South Africa with the Companies 
Commission;312 and updated details of the external company’s registration details must be 
included in its annual return.313 Notably, the company legislation of the external company’s 
country of origin must be similar to that of South African to facilitate its registration as an 
external company in South Africa and once an external company has been fully registered and 
assigned a registration number, it is referred to as a ‘registered external company’.314 External 
company formation in South Africa follows the universal company formation mechanism as 
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described above accompanied with the relevant documents of incorporation from the company’s 
initial country of formation.315   
 
 Additionally, the new Companies Act creates a new sub-species of foreign company 
referred to as ‘domesticated company’.316 A domesticated company is a foreign company whose 
registration has been transferred to South Africa.317 Once its registration has been transferred, the 
company exists as a company in terms of the new Companies Act, as if it had been originally 
incorporated and registered in South Africa.318 The application for the transfer of registration 
must be made in the prescribed manner and form stipulated under section 13(6) and Form CoR 
17.1 of the new Companies Act, and must be accompanied by the prescribed application fee, and 
requisite documents, including a copy of the company’s most recent annual financial statements 
from its country of origin to be registered in South Africa.319 However, under Section 13 (7) of 
the new Companies Act; a foreign company is inter alia prohibited from transferring its 
registration if it’s in liquidation. Thus, when the foreign company complies with all the 
requirements of domestication and registration as stipulated above,320 the commissioner issues a 
registration certificate to the effect that such registration has taken place and that the company is 
deemed to have been incorporated under the new Companies Act and is a South African 
company. However, it’s important to note that the registration of a domesticated company does 
not establish a new company.321 Both its identity and its continuity as juristic person remain 
unaffected and neither are the rights of any other person. Thus, any legal proceedings, instituted 
by or against the juristic person, remain effective.322  
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Company name 
Often the first stage in company formation is the selection of a suitable company name.323 In 
selecting a suitable company name, the incorporators must bear in mind the criteria for the 
company names laid down by the new Companies Act.324 The principal legal objective of this 
criterion of company names is to protect the goodwill associated with company names and to 
prevent public deception by the use of names that are misleading and imply a non-existent 
association.325 In so doing, the intention of the legislature under the new Companies Act is to 
give effect, within limits, to the constitutional right of freedom of expression.326 Unlike the 
previous system under the 1973 Act, it is no longer mandatory to first make an application to 
approve and reserve the company name prior to initiating the process of company formation.327 
A proposed name of the company may now be submitted in the NOI, which is filed with the 
Companies commission.328 Name reservation does, however, remain available under the new 
Companies Act as an optional voluntary facility, in acknowledgment of its useful purpose.329 
Thus, name reservation may serve a useful purpose in certain circumstances. For instance, when 
the incorporators have an interest in a particular company name but are not yet ready to engage 
with the formalities for incorporating and registering the company. The Companies Commission 
will reserve the name for an applicant provided that the name requested for reservation has not 
already been reserved nor has it been registered by another company.330 The reservation of a 
company name endures for a period of six months from the date of application.331 However, the 
Companies Commission may extend the six month reservation period for a period of 60 days at a 
time, when good cause has been proven.332 The new Companies Act also permits reserved 
company names to be transferred for use by another incorporator on demand.333 However, no 
person may attempt to abuse the name reservation system for the purpose of trading in company 
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names.334 The new Companies Act gives the Companies Commission the power to issue a notice 
to a person suspected of attempting to abuse the name reservation system, requiring that person 
to show cause’ why the name should be transferred or reserved for it.335 Alternatively, the 
Companies Commission may simply refuse to grant the transfer or extension of the name 
reservation, and may even cancel the name reservation.336 It must be emphasized from the outset 
that a proposed company name that is unsuitable, inappropriate or incomplete does not delay the 
process of incorporation and registration of a company in South Africa.337 This is a laudable 
change in approach as it ensures that the commencement of a business with an unsuitable 
company name is not hindered.338 Furthermore, where the name of a company, as reflected on 
the NOI does not clearly state the appropriate company indicator for example ‘Ltd.’, or ‘Inc.’, 
the Companies Commission itself may insert the requisite expression when processing the 
registration of the given company.339 In the event that the proposed name is the same as that of 
another company, the Companies Commission will nonetheless register the company by using an 
interim name instead of the proposed company name.340 The interim name consists merely of the 
companies registration number followed by the appropriate expression affixed at the end of the 
registration number indicating the type of company it is.341 Once the company has been 
registered with an interim name, the Companies Commission invites the company to file an 
amended NOI with a suitable company name.342 Thereafter, the Companies Commission enters 
the amended name into the company’s registry and issues an amended registration certificate 
reflecting the amended name.343 When an incorporator fails to comply with stipulated procedure, 
a compliance notice may be issued by the Companies Commission.344  
On the other hand, when the Companies Commission in processing the registration of a company 
discovers that the proposed name of the company is ‘confusingly similar’ to another registered 
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name.345 It may by way of written notice order the applicant to serve a copy of the application of 
the given company on the party with the registered similar name, informing them of the 
applicant’s interest in the use of the company name.346 A person to whom the notice is delivered, 
or any other person with an interest in the name, may then approve the use of the name or apply 
to the companies tribunal to protect his or her interest in the particular name.347  
Uganda engages a laborious process of name reservation as discussed in chapter two which could 
be eased by emulating the process of company name used in South Africa as elaborated above. 
 
Documents of incorporation 
The process of company formation in South Africa only engages two documents. That is, the 
Notice of Incorporation and the Memorandum of Incorporation. The MOI developed from the 
merger of the memorandum and articles of association under the 1973 Act. 
 The NOI is a document filed by the incorporators to the Companies Commission 
containing inter alia, the name of the company, the details of the directors of the company; 
informing them of the incorporation of a company for the purpose of having it registered.348 The 
purpose of this document is to inform the Companies Commission of the intention to register a 
particular company.349 The NOI must be filed together with a copy of the MOI as well as the 
payment of the prescribed fee in order to authenticate the process of company formation in South 
Africa.350 
 
 The Memorandum of Incorporation is the most important document of company 
formation in South Africa.351 It is the sole governing document of the company and it is a new 
development of the new Companies Act in order to align with modern trends of best 
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international practice by merging the MOA and the AOA from the old companies Act.352 It is the 
founding document of the company that sets out the rights, duties, and responsibilities of 
shareholders, directors and others within and in relation to the company.353 Furthermore, the 
MOI, deals with matters such as the powers of the company; the amendment of the MOI; the 
ability to create rules of the company; securities of the company and debt instruments; 
shareholders, shareholder meetings and procedures; the composition of the board of directors; 
the authority and powers of the directors; compensation and indemnification of directors; and in 
case of non-profit companies the disposal of the company’s assets upon dissolution of the 
company, amongst others.354 These factors will, vary depending on the type of company and the 
envisaged needs and structure of the company.355 The new Companies Act introduces a novel 
and an important approach to the contents of the MOI by providing for ‘unalterable’ and 
‘alterable’ provisions.356 In this regard, it imposes certain core requirements that must form part 
of the MOI of every company. The purpose of these requirements is to create a standardized 
document that protects the interests of shareholders, as well as creditors and other stakeholders 
that deal with the company.357 
An ‘unalterable provision’ of the MOI means a provision of the new Companies Act that does 
not expressly contemplate that its effect on any particular company may be altered, whether by a 
company’s MOI or its rules.358 Accordingly, every MOI may impose a more onerous 
requirement but not a less onerous requirement, on the company. In this regard, section 
15(2)(a)(iii) of the new Companies Act provides that a company may include in its MOI inter 
alia any provisions imposing on the company a higher standard, or greater restriction when 
carrying on business and a company is prevented from ‘contracting out’ of these mandatory 
provisions of the new Companies Act.359 Further, the new Companies Act stipulates that each 
provision of a company’s MOI must be consistent with the Act.360 However, it is notable that in 
certain circumstances, and in the interest of flexibility; a person may apply to the Companies 
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358 Section 1 Companies Act 71 of 2008. 
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Tribunal to exempt a company’s MOI from an unalterable provision of the new Companies Act. 
The Companies Tribunal may grant an administrative order of exemption, if it is satisfied that the 
relevant provision in the company’s MOI serves a reasonable purpose other than to defeat the 
effect of the unalterable provision in question, and that it is reasonable and justifiable to grant the 
exemption.361  
Apart from the unalterable provisions, there are certain ‘default rules’ that a company may 
choose to accept or alter in its MOI.362 These are termed as ‘alterable provisions’. They allow for 
flexibility in respect of the contents of the MOI.363  An ‘alterable provision’ means a provision of 
the new Companies Act in which it is expressly contemplated that its effect on a particular 
company may be altered by that company’s MOI, whether by negation, restriction, limitation, 
qualification, extension or other alteration in substance or effect.364 If a company wishes to alter 
an ‘alterable provision’, this must be done in the stipulated terms of the MOI, failing of which 
the alteration will be ineffective.365 Most of the alterable provisions of the new Companies Act 
are ‘opt-out’ provisions, i.e. they will apply to the company unless it opts out of them by 
explicitly stipulating so in its MOI.366 This may be contrasted with the ‘opt-in’ provisions, which 
do not apply to a company unless it specifically provides for this, in its MOI.367 Thus, the 
alterable provisions of the new Companies Act enable a company to tailor the contents of the 
company constitution to suit its business needs.368  
Apart from the unalterable provisions and the alterable provisions of the MOI; a company may 
include any other provision dealing with a matter that the Act is silent on or a matter that is not 
addressed in its MOI.369 The company’s MOI may also contain restrictions and prohibitions on 
the amendment of its provisions,370 which further add to the flexibility of the contents of the 
MOI.371   
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The MOI of a company may either be in a form that is unique to the company or the prescribed 
form under the new Companies Act.372 The prescribed form constitutes the simplest possible 
format of incorporation. In this case, the incorporators simply adopt the mandatory provisions of 
the new Companies Act and accept the default provisions with or without alterations.373  
In respect to listed companies, section 15(1) is subject to section 6(15), which provides that to 
the extent that the listing requirements of an exchange require a specific content or a particular 
effect of a company’s MOI that alters the substance or effect of an unalterable provision of the 
Act, that provision of the company’s MOI will nevertheless prevail and will not be void. It is 
worth noting in this regard that certain requirements for the MOI of a listed company and its 
major subsidiaries are prescribed by the JSE listing requirements.374 Thus, the rationale is for the 
company to comply with the stipulated provisions of the JSE listing requirements.  
Uganda on the other hand, engages two documents during incorporation as previously discussed 
above and this has prevented many from formal business establishments in that economy. 
 
Electronic filing 
Formation of a company in South Africa is facilitated by a system of electronic lodging of 
documents and electronic filing.375 This mode of registration can be accessed from the 
Companies Commission website which is, www.cipc.co.za, and this has made the process of 
company formation simpler, flexible and less cumbersome. Currently, electronic filing of 
documents may only be done to register private companies but developments are under way to 
enable all other types of registrations.  
On the other hand, the digitized company registration system of Uganda is defunct which results 
in delays associated with company formation in the country due to the use of a manual 
registration system. Manual registration renders the formation process inadequate. A Simulation 
of the electronic system of company registration in South Africa will improve the status of 
company formation in Uganda thus, the level of formal establishments in Uganda. 
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Time 
It takes between five to seven business days376 to complete the process of company formation in 
South Africa for both domestic and foreign companies while it takes between thirty two to forty 
business days to complete the same process in Uganda. The South African time frame is 
facilitated by a propitious regulatory and administrative structure prescribed by the new 
Companies Act. This has encouraged entrepreneurs especially those operating SME’s to register 
their businesses in South Africa. To illustrate, in 2012 there was an increase of about 20% on 
SME registration with the Companies Commission in South Africa since the establishment of the 
new process of company formation in 2011.377 Further, it is suffice to note that entrepreneurs 
from the SME sector are often reluctant to devote a lot of time to formal company formation 
processes. Thus, this accessible means to register a company encourages an increase in the 
registration of businesses in this sector which in turn is beneficial for the development of the 
economy. Consequently, the aforementioned factor could be the main obstacle of company 
formation and it could be of benefit for the URSB to employ a mechanism that operates with in a 
similar time frame regarding the process of company formation in Uganda.  
 
Business Commencement 
Business commencement in South Africa may be denoted by the possession of a registration 
certificate.378 A registration certificate is issued by the Companies Commission as evidence of 
incorporation and registration of the company.379 It serves as conclusive evidence that all the 
requirements for incorporation have been complied with. Once it has been issued, the company is 
deemed as incorporated and comes into existence as a separate juristic person with effect from 
the date and time, if any, stated on the registration certificate.380 In this regard the Companies 
Commission dates the registration certificate either as at the date and time it issued the 
certificate, or as at the specific date, if any, requested by the incorporators in terms of the NOI, 
                                                          
376 World Bank Group ‘Ease of Doing Business in South Africa’ available at 
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whichever of these two dates happens to be the later one.381 Consequent to the policy of 
simplification and the decreased regulatory oversight of company formation, the requirement of 
a certificate to commence business has been abolished.382 A company may now generally 
commence business once it is registered.383 On the other hand, business commencement after 
company registration in Uganda requires a trading licence in addition to a certificate of 
incorporation. Hence, the numerous regulatory requirements for company formation make the 
process of company formation in South Africa more suitable for Uganda to emulate in order to 
modify its process of company formation; as opposed to the current position contained in its 
recently enacted Companies Act. Thus, it could be of benefit for Uganda to use South Africa as a 
benchmark to comprehensively review its process of company formation in order to realize 
sustainable development by 2040. 
 
3.3 Advantages of a modified process of formation of a company to 
South Africa  
Below are some of the benefits associated with a modified process of company formation in 
South Africa. 
Enhanced development of the stock market; Stock markets thrive on the formation of public 
companies in an economy, a characteristic which can be attributed to the performance of 
Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE). Its bolstered performance is inter alia facilitated by an 
increased presence of public companies resulting from the modified process of formation, as well 
as the unique status conferred upon foreign companies on registration in South Africa, as 
previously discussed.  The activities of the JSE have inter alia enhanced foreign investment in 
South Africa by encouraging foreign entrepreneurs to invest in quality listed African companies. 
This in turn enhances socio-economic development in the country.  To illustrate, the 
Johannesburg Stock Exchange is currently ranked 19th largest stock exchange in the world and 
the largest on the African continent with over 400 listed companies.384  
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The modification of the process of company formation in South Africa has seen the growth of 
small and medium size enterprises (SME’s) and it has led to an increase in the incorporation and 
registration of SME’s. This formalization of business has enabled SME’s to access capital 
towards enhancing their business objectives, from financial institutions that often prefer to 
extend credit facilities to registered businesses. This in turn has encouraged entrepreneurship at a 
grass roots level in South Africa hence, bolstered socio-economic development. To illustrate, 
these structures have been estimated to make-up 91% of South African formalized businesses; 
providing employment for 60% of the labour market; and with a total economic output 
amounting roughly to 34% of the GDP. Therefore, this indicates that this sector alone facilitates 
inclusive development in South Africa.385 
 
Increase in government revenue; in 2013, the National Treasury registered an increase in 
Company Income Tax (CIT) as compared to the preceding years.386 This increase was inter alia 
attributed to the increased rate of company registrations for both local and foreign entities in 
South Africa, which has been fostered by the modified process of company formation. This has 
enhanced economic development in South Africa as a result of the availability of resources to 
facilitate such development. 
 
Employment Rights; Employment legislation in South Africa apply to domestic companies as 
well as foreign companies. However, if a foreign company is engaged in one or more 
employment contacts within South Africa, it must be registered as an external company. As such, 
the employment regulations in South Africa apply to it without exceptions.387 This provides 
protection for the employees that deal with these companies and ensures that they obtain the full 
benefits of employment.  This further caters to the labour market in South Africa by providing 
stable employment and contributes to economic development. 
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Competitiveness of the South African economy; South Africa was ranked the 53rd most 
competitive economy out of 148 surveyed in 2013/2014 World Economic Forum’s Global 
Competitiveness Index, making it the second highest ranked African economy after Mauritius.388 
The Competiveness Index is based on inter alia structural reforms that identify and strengthen the 
transformative forces that drive future economic growth. The comprehensive review of the new 
Companies Act that resulted into a simpler and flexible process of company formation is one of 
such structural reforms that have improved the competitive status of the South African economy, 
hence, attributed to this ranking. Thus, a good corporate law system lies at the very foundation of 
a prosperous competitive economy.389  
 
3.4 Conclusion 
The World Bank Doing Business project ranked South Africa at 7 and Uganda at 32 out of 47 
Sub-Saharan economies with an eased process of starting a local business.390 This speaks to the 
stalk disparities in the process of company formation between the two countries. South Africa 
has a simpler and less cumbersome process than that of Uganda. The above discussion speaks to 
the peculiar features of company formation in South Africa. Thus, it could be of benefit for 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE WAY FORWARD 
4.1 Summary 
This chapter will discuss the way forward for company formation in Uganda, in light of the 
views discussed above. Chapter two and three illustrate the comprehensible disparities between 
the company formation in Uganda and South Africa while illustrating that the process of 
formation of a company in Uganda leaves much room for development. Thus, if the process of 
company formation in Uganda is not brought at the forefront of comprehensive review, its future 
economic development aspirations will be stifled, because company formation lies at the 
foundation of commercial activity which inter alia fosters economic development.391 
Furthermore, an underdeveloped commercial sector with an undesirable process of company 
formation does not assist in the realization of Uganda’s ‘vision 2040’392; in which it aspires to 
transform the economy from a low-income economy to a competitive middle-income economy 
by 2040.  
Since it no longer needs to be emphasized that a good corporate law lies at the foundation of a 
prosperous economy;393 the process of company formation in South Africa could be used as a 
benchmark to enhance the process of company formation in Uganda. South Africa has a similar 
company law history as Uganda but has managed to comprehensively review its process in order 
to align with best international practice.394 The development in the corporate law has bolstered 
its commercial sector and enhanced its economic development. Thus, the discussion below 
provides recommendations on how Uganda can improve on its process of company formation 
drawing lessons and approaches from South Africa in order to attain similar or even better trends 
of economic development. 
 
                                                          
391 Cassim et al op cit note 89 at 3. 
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4.2 Recommendations 
The government of Uganda will need to review its theoretical and practical perceptions on the 
process of company formation in order to benefit from its commercial sector. Consequently, the 
government will have to revise its cumbersome and rigid positions under the new Act and move 
towards appreciating the role of company formation as a tool of socio-economic development.395 
This may be achieved by an overhaul of the recently amended Companies Act 1 of 2012 in order 
to come up with a law that will ensure that the company legislation is abreast with Uganda’s 
commercial and social needs; especially regarding the process of company formation-which 
needs to be made simpler, flexible and more adaptable for both local and foreign entrepreneurs. 
The comprehensive review should result in a law as well as a process suitable for Uganda’s 
economic, social, political and cultural needs. That is, a law tailored and made specifically for 
the Ugandan economy. This should result in a malleable process of company formation 
especially on a domestic level which in turn will encourage the formal establishment of 
companies in Uganda. Specifically, the legislature may need to review inter alia; the definition of 
the term company, the documents of the process of company formation; the procedures 
associated with the company name; and the types of companies which may be formed, amongst 
other factors in Uganda. These elements are elaborated in detail below. 
 The GOU may need to revise the definition of the term ‘company’ under section 1 of its 
new Act. This may be done by the adoption of the phrase ‘juristic person’, as used under section 
1 of the South African Companies Act under the definition of the term ‘company’. This term 
merges all the phrases used in the definition of the term company under the Ugandan Companies 
Act, as previously discussed.396 This phraseology eliminates the use of long statements to define 
the term company and enables both domestic and foreign companies to form part of the 
definition of the term company which makes it more comprehensible for the users of the 
legislation as well as other concerned stakeholders. 
 The legislature may need to do away with the complexities related to the types of 
companies that may be formed under the Act.397 This may be done by adopting a two-broad 
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based type categorization similar to that under the South African Companies Act.398 This will 
ease the process of company formation in Uganda for incorporators, by categorizing their 
incorporations under one of two types of companies; a position which has been attributed to the 
simplification of the process of company formation in South Africa as discussed under chapter 
three. A broad classification of companies to be formed often confuses entrepreneurs. This deters 
them from engaging with the process of formation and registration of companies. 
Uganda’s Companies Act needs to do away with the possibility of formation of 
companies limited by guarantee.399 Modern company law has resigned this type of company to 
history, thus, in applicable. Furthermore, domestic entrepreneurs in Uganda longer form this type 
of company, hence a redundant section of the Companies Act.  
There is a common belief in Uganda that the majority of international companies from all 
over the world initiate investments in Africa by registering their companies in Johannesburg. 
This speaks to the enabling regulatory environment of the process of registration of foreign 
Companies in South Africa. Thus, it could be of beneficial for Uganda to adopt a similar 
approach of foreign company registration.400 These peculiar policies relate to the registration of 
foreign companies as either ‘external companies’ or ‘domesticated companies’.401 This will 
encourage foreign investment in Uganda as is the case of South Africa; as well as boost direct 
foreign revenue collections from registered foreign companies. Furthermore, the Uganda 
Investment Authority should review and ensure the flexibility of some of the requirements that 
are currently in place for the registration of foreign companies, like the investment licence and 
the minimum capital requirements.402 This will encourage the registration of foreign companies 
in Uganda as well as foster socio-economic development. To illustrate, the UIA may decrease 
the minimum capital requirement to fifty thousand United States dollars instead of the one 
hundred United States dollars required as the capital investment deposit.403   
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There is a need for the GOU to abandon the ‘two-document constitution’ required for the 
process of formation of a company.404 Currently, the two-document constitution and its original 
rationale have long been abandoned best international practice of company law.405 Originally, the 
underlying principle was that the MOA should contain provisions that were sacrosanct, inflexible 
and unalterable by the company, while the provisions of the AOA were subject to alteration by 
special resolution.406 However, with the gradual erosion of this principle, it made little sense to 
sustain a two-document constitution.407 A single company constitution may be adopted that 
merges the two documents.408 Thus, Uganda could benefit from adopting a similar approach and 
abandoning the memorandum and articles of association which curtail the incorporation process 
by being involving it with numerous documents.  
The mandatory process of name reservation in Uganda ought to be abolished and 
replaced with voluntary name reservation as done in South Africa.409 Name reservation in 
Uganda involves a lot of time which delays the registration of process.410 Thus, the suitability of 
the company name ought to be established during the actual process of company formation 
which in turn minimizes the time spent on the process company formation. Furthermore, 
company formation in Uganda should not be denied or delayed on grounds of unsuitability of the 
company name.411 Rather, an interim name, as elaborated in chapter three, may be adopted to 
facilitate the registration process as well as give time to the incorporators to select another 
suitable name.412 Additionally, a digitalized name search system needs to be established and 
made accessible to both local and foreign incorporators to further curtail delays in verifying a 
chosen company name. This will help inform the incorporators of the suitability of the selected 
company names even before they engage in the process of company formation in Uganda. 
Further, if a similar name as contained in the company’s registry is presented to the Registrar of 
companies for incorporation; he or she should call for a notice to be served on the other party 
who registered the name earlier, informing them of the intention of the incorporators to register a 
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similar name.413 If the initial incorporators reasonably object to the use of the particular name, 
registration of the company using the similar name should not ensue to avoid future problems of 
trading with a similar name. To illustrate, the availability of the aforementioned principle could 
have done away with the current controversies between ‘‘Balton Uganda Limited’’ and ‘‘Bolton 
Uganda Limited’’, over the trade confusions associated with carrying on business with a similar 
company name.414 
The GOU needs to review the requirement of the acquisition of a trading licence in order 
to commence business after the registration of the company with the Uganda Registration 
Services Bureau.415 The trading licence adds to the numerous statutory requirements of company 
formation in Uganda.416 This makes the process of company formation burdensome and 
discourages’ domestic entrepreneurs, especially, operating small and medium enterprises from 
engaging with the process in Uganda. Since the issue of the Certificate of Incorporation serves as 
evidence that all the requirements for incorporation have been complied with, it should also be 
used as a certificate to commence business in Uganda.417   
Uganda’s Companies Act needs to incorporate provisions that provide for the translation 
of the requisite documents of company formation to the numerous local dialects frequently used 
in commercial activity in Uganda.418 This will ensure that the documents are comprehensible to 
entrepreneurs. who have to complete the company formation documents. This adoption has 
encouraged company formation on a grassroots level in South Africa hence, the increased 
number of SME registrations as previously discussed. However, such translations must be 
accompanied by a sworn statement of the person who made the translation, stating that it is a 
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true, accurate and complete translation of the original document of incorporation.419 In the event 
of conflict, a filed translation of the incorporation documents will prevail.420 
 
Other than the recommendations directed towards the comprehensive review of the company 
legislation, the government of Uganda needs to address other factors as discussed in chapter two 
which curtail the company formation. The discussion below provides recommendations on how 
these problems could be addressed.  
The GOU should establish an operational digitized mechanism of company formation in order to 
move away from the manual process of company formation which is associated with numerous 
problems. This could be done by adopting a similar mechanism like South Africa.421 This will 
minimize the delays engaged of company formation in Uganda as well as smooth the operations 
and administration of the process by the Uganda Registration Services Bureau.  
 
The URSB will need to establish offices’ all over the country offering the service of company 
formation as opposed to the centralized office suited in Kampala. This will make this service 
readily available and accessible to all entrepreneurs in the country which will in turn encourage 
and escalate company formation in Uganda. Furthermore, this will reduce the volume 
registrations managed by one office and minimize the loss of registration files.  
 
The URSB will need to review on the time taken to complete the process of company formation 
in Uganda. Uganda should emulate South Africa’s time frame where the process of company 
formation takes between five to seven business days to be completed.422 The time problem could 
also be addressed by reducing the number of stages involved with the process of company 
formation.  
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The GOU needs to improve access to information on the process of company formation, 
especially for rural and foreign entrepreneurs, in order to encourage this class to engage with the 
process in Uganda. This could be done through literacy projects by URSB, UIA and the Private 
Sector Foundation of Uganda (PSFU). Notably, access to information is an important aspect of 
company formation because it equips entrepreneurs with knowledge on how to register and 
operate their businesses formally.  
Furthermore, financial institutions should also engage in literacy projects which educate local 
entrepreneurs on how and when they can easily access credit facilities to grow their business. 
This will enlighten local entrepreneurs on the importance of company formation in conjunction 
with the access of credit facilities from financial institutions which will in turn encourage them 
to engage with the process thus boosting economic development in Uganda. To illustrate, 
research has shown that the primary purpose of corporations is not regulatory but enabling acts 
to authorize businessmen to organize and operate their businesses, large or small, with the 
advantages of corporate mechanism.423 
 
It could also be of benefit for the GOU to consolidate its company laws especially relating to the 
process of company formation in order to move away from the multiplicity of legislation relating 
to the process as discussed in chapter two. This multiplicity of legislation complicates the 
process thus rendering it problematic and unadoptable which results in the high rate of informal 
businesses. An all-inclusive legislation on company formation in Uganda will simplify the 
registration and administration of companies in Uganda. However, it is unavoidable that such an 
approach would cause some conflict between the legislation to be merged unless the 
consolidation is done properly and carefully to create a law that is consistent.424 The task of 
restating, consolidating and harmonizing legislation is not an easy one; it requires care and 
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diligence as was done in South Africa.425 Thus, if the above recommendation is to be adopted, 
extreme care and diligence should be adopted.  
 
The Presidential Investors Roundtable (PIRT) introduced in 2004 by President Museveni as a 
forum to solicit input from national and international investors on ways to accelerate reform and 
increase private investment and competitiveness in Uganda should discuss problems associated 
with company formation as a priority, in order to find solutions to for this area since company 
formation lies at the core of investment of any economy.426   
 
The GOU needs to revisit the regulatory mechanisms relating to the formation of public 
companies to address issues why public companies are not formed in Uganda. It may do so by 
adopting the current position in South Africa to foster the formation of public companies.427 This 
will inter alia lead to the development of the Uganda Stock Exchange (USE) which would 
consequently foster socio-economic developments, as previously discussed. 
 
The current process of company formation in Uganda has been accused of being burdensome for 
women as compared to men as discussed in chapter two. Thus, the GOU needs to revisit the 
provisions of the Companies Act relating to company formation to ensure that they are 
universally adoptable and are inclusive to all entrepreneurs in Uganda. This will ensure the 
engagement of women in the process of incorporation because research suggests that Ugandan 
women are highly entrepreneurial; contribute significant amounts of labour although much of it 
is unpaid and are extremely creditworthy operating informal enterprises all over the country.428  
The PSFU should establish a working group on women’s entrepreneurship whose advocacy 
should focus on pushing for gender sensitive legal and regulatory reforms in order to encourage 
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women to engage in formal business in Uganda. Additionally, these policies will encourage 
women to participate in the entrepreneurial phenomenon and then their contribution to economic 
growth and development; their innovation and societal value to communities will be realized.429 
 
The GOU needs to review the costs of business registration and approvals as some of these 
charges are unaffordable especially by small and medium entrepreneurs.430 Additionally, the 
exorbitant charges levied by legal practitioners to offer assistance in the company formation 
should be addressed.431 A standardization of costs involved in the process of company formation 
should be established and made applicable to all concerned stakeholders. This will encourage 
company formation in Uganda. Furthermore, the costly virtual monopoly of lawyers in assisting 
with the process of company formation should be addressed because this is one of the main 
reasons given by the majority of entrepreneurs especially from rural areas in Uganda are not 
engaging with the process.432  
 
The URA will need to streamline the aspect of tax administration and customs because local and 
foreign entrepreneurs have often complained of facing enormous difficulties with taxes and 
customs.433 Thus, the URA needs to develop policies to assist entrepreneurs especially during 
incorporation through tax clinics and open discussions. For example, the URA could introduce a 
policy for the combination of the business registration and tax payer identification numbers; 
which are issued to formal business owners separately and often cause confusion when it comes 
to the payment of their taxes.   
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If the above recommendations are to be adopted for the Uganda’s Companies Act 1 of 2012, a 
waiting period should be prescribed to give corporate lawyers, directors, accountants, auditors, 
and company secretary’s time to understand and apply the new changes in the law. In addition to 
this waiting period, a transitional period should be conferred on all pre-existing companies, 
providing them with an opportunity to harmonise their documents with the new 
recommendations of the Companies Act.434 This will enable the developments in the Companies 
Act to be adopted without hostility and also facilitate effective operation of the recommended 
additions to the company legislation. Therefore, the intention of these recommendations is not to 
jettison the body of jurisprudence developed over the centuries, but to propose areas for reform 
which will result in a simpler and flexible process of company formation as well as a clear, 
certain and accessible corporate law system suitable for Uganda’s development needs. 
 
4.3 Conclusion 
The fact that companies are not being formally registered in Uganda may not be attributable to 
the company legislation alone but to a whole host of factors as discussed in this study. It follows 
that making incorporation easier is not a panacea for this problem. However, the Government of 
Uganda must heed the need for review of the company legislation in order to cater to some of the 
conceptual complexities involved with the process of company formation. The comprehensive 
review may be done by making reference and emulating the approach adopted by other 
developing African countries like South Africa with a similar British derivative company law 
history. Notably, South Africa was the first sub-Saharan country to take progressive steps in 
adopting and providing legal means and expectations of a typical modern process of formation of 
a company. Thus, South Africa’s process aligns with best international practice and has been 
commended as suitable for South Africa’s economic, social, political and cultural needs which 
has bolstered its economic development. From a legislative stand point, if Uganda adopts a 
similar approach of company formation as South Africa, its future development aspirations will 
be attainable therefore minimising the development gap between the two sub-Saharan African 
countries. This adoption could also improve Uganda’s economic rankings in the world as this 
                                                          
434 A similar approach was adopted by South Africa. See Farouk H I Cassim ‘Introduction to the new Companies 
Act: General Overview of the Act’ Chapter One in Cassim F H I, Cassim M F, Cassim R, Jooste R, Shev J & Yeats 
J L Contemporary Company Law 2ed (2011) 
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could assist in the better performance of the economy.435 However, the process of comprehensive 
legislative reform should preserve and enhance the rules and concepts of company law, 
especially in the area of company formation, which have been effective for Uganda over the 
centuries. 
Distinctly, amending the Ugandan legislation especially on the process of company formation to 
correlate with the South African Companies Act 71 of 2008 in the ways discussed is not possible 
without causing substantive knock-on effects in the rest of the statute. As was the case in South 
Africa, this approach would require prolonged and comprehensive drafting efforts and 
amendments to the various parts and principles of the Ugandan statute in order to refrain from a 
‘cut and paste’ adoption of the principles of the South African companies Act. This will escalate 
company formation in the country as well as foster socio-economic development because 









                                                          
435 For example rankings of the Global Competiveness Index, available at 
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